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ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY

EVENING, Al'KIL
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XUM1JEK 102

The City of Sam Framicisco Enveloped in Flames, Following' the EarthquaKe
'
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SENSATIONAL

SAN FRANCISCO IS STILL CENTER OF INTEREST

ESCAPE OF A

PROBABLY LOSS OF LIFE WILL BE FOUND SMALL
Prominent Member of Relief Committee
IIIIIIV
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INTERESTED

Broke Out

ire

Afresh Last Night.

of the

HEAVY FALL OF RAIN
ADDS TO MISERY OF
HOMELESS THOUSANDS
Francisco, Cal., April 23. H.
commission
C. Tilden, a prominent
merchant, and one of the most prominent members of the general relkf
committee, was shtt and almost instantly killed in his automobile about
12 o'clock last night, while returning
from Menlo park, by a man supposed
to be a member of the citizens- patrol. Huko Altschull, a friend of
Tllden's, who was in the automobile,
was cut in the face by the bullet, aud
another ball pierced the se.au and
struck R. O. Seaman in tho back, l)iit
not seriously hurting him.
The shooting occurred at Twenty-thirand Guerrero streets. Two men
suspecttd of doing tile shooting, are
had
under arrest. The automobile
been used as an ambulance, in carrying the sick and wounded, and was
s
carrying tho Ked Cross tlag.
this Hag, Tilden was wearing
the lied Cross badge. He had Ix en
challenged twice, but was allowed to
proceed, when he showed the Ked
Cross. When crossing Twenty-seconchaliitroet, however, there was n
lenge, and the guard began sheet lug
without warning. The killing of
has created the grt au st iu.llgna-- :
Sun

-

d

ion.

gram addressed

to the secretary of
the treasury by Superintendent of
The telegram is
the Mint I.ea'h.
dated at Oakland, yesterday, and is
as follows:
"Stories of the loss of life are
greatly exaggerated. I have men reporting to me continually from all
parts of the city, and I do not believe, the list will reach 400. My estimate, from the statements to me,
is that i lit-- t:ss of life will not reach
3n0. The ftro did not travel fast, and
in
the authorities had no trouble
keeping ahead of the flames, notifying
people and tarrying away those who
were helpless.
REVENUE OFFICE WILL
RESUME

NAVY DISCIPLINE

BETTER

DEMON OF FIRE WAS
LOOSE LAST NIGHT.
San Francisco, Cal.. April 113. The
u:
lire, which seemed to have died

yfsicrday, broke out with renewed
vigor in t lit coal bunkers north of the
ferry building shortly afu r midnight.
I'nliss the tiann's should be MiltU'd
great danger to the ferry
then- - will
building.

i'

RAINS DELUGED
HUNDREDS OF HOMELESS.
San Francisro. Cal.. April
Thousands of the San Francis, o home.
; "n
s
last
"
,lept in th"
thev ilept at all, in a drenching rain,
Rnluntold misery and
w hicli

HEAVY

-

tcring f. those whos-- cup was
after midnight
ready
the' rain began, and continued lor
ele.n ' ML" ffOtll a IIU'IV
three
avy downpour
iiizlt at time, to a Indications
are
lor a few minutes.
tet i, . il! nn'i'llle all ilavs.
Tlio rain lias cooled the rums and
fxtinpiiished some tires, which were
l.nrnliiL' in the ruins. Last nis.it.
for the first tuue, uunis were aii"d in th hoiises. Iiai tuny iri.m ilar
nr.:;! In o'clixk.
h-

WORK TOMORROW.

Washington. I). C, April 23. Telegrams from Hie revenue, officers
in
San Fra.ncisco state that all records,
stamps and papers of their office are
in good condition, and that they will
be ready for business t morrow. A
ofO-revenue
temMi;iry internal
will be opened in Oakland.

Washington.

IS

AT ANNAPOLIS

I). C, April 23. Sei
Houa parte- is much gratified at
report j which have- - cinie fix-ihe Naval Academy, in regard to the'
discipline of that institution. He finds
that ha.in;i is no longer one of the
" mular
features of that institution.
The U.ard cf otlloiTs which has charge
of affairs t?! the a adeiny, and which
served as a sort of grand jury to the

Earthquake

PASSED

BILLS

For That Purpose-So- me
cal News From the
National Capital.

Washington, I). C, April 2o. Sec- ding, clothing and provisions, will
retary Taft's attention having been be sent. Public subscriptions tonight
directed to the reports of friction at reached the sum of $7,000, and tonight
San Francisco between General Funs-to- the supervisors will appropriate $5,-- I
and Mayor Schmltz, sent a mes- OOu. Other towns doing their part,
sage to Funston asking for facts. the expected subscriptions will ag-- I
FuiiBton's reply was received today, gregato $00,000, whilo private help
Washington, D. C, April 23. Kepre and says:
to friends and relatives. In San Fran-- j
sentativ Gaines of Tennessee Intro
"Tno report of a disagreement be- ciso, will swell the sum to $100,000.
duced a bill today admitting free of tween Mayor Schmltz and myself The Unlies of Mr. and Mrs. Houzer,
duty on all goods, wares or merchanmust be based on. tho excited Imag- killed at Monterey, arrived here yes-- j
dise which may be Imported Into tho ination of some overworked news- terday and will be buried today.
contribuUnited States as gratuitous
paper correspondent.
The mayor and
tions for San Francisco. The bill fur- myself have been working together In iVWILANCE COMMITTEE IS
ther waives duty on building muterlals unity, and we are helping to tha exFOUND TO BE NECESSARY
imported for rebuilding San Francisco. tent of our ability and apparently to
San Francisco, Cal., April 23. San
the satisfaction of every frieud of Francisco has a vigilance committee;
SENATE AND HOUSE
community, as well as all of the for the first timo since the early oO's.
RAISE APPROPRIATION the
Dr. Geilge is the chief. One hundred
people tf the city."
Washington, I). C, April 23. The unfortunate
The department also received the and thirty persons have Joined the or- -.
senate has passed a resolution appro- following
;ganlzation and many applications have
from Mayor Schinitz:
priating $1,5110,(1011 to the San Francis,
"The report of contlict between been received.
co sufferers.
The house concurred in the General Funston and myself Is abso- RAIN FALLS ALSO ON
senate amendment to the San Fran- lutelyonlywithout foundation. We are
HOMELESS IN OAKLAND;
nut
without diffenm es. but are
cisco relief fund.
Oakland. Cal., April 23. Kain be-- !
In the utmost friendship
here at 12:30 this morning
and' liarui ny. Funsum's excellent gan to fall downpour
HEARING OF MOYER IS
still continues,
ADVANCED BY COURT work, his good Judgment, and his zeal and the
much discomfort to the refu- -'
Washington. U C, April 23. The In our cause, by day and niht, are causing
supreme court today advanced, the appreciated by the people of San gees camped in the open air, who ure;
hearing of t ho habeas corpus cases of Francisco in this hour of gnat dis- barely prob!ed with shelter.
tress. The army and :!..- tia'ion may SHOCK FELT TODAY
Mover, Haywood and l'ettiboue, naming the firH Tuesday in October as. lie congratulated on the
of
AT GLENDALE, OREGON
such oilie rs as General I 'it'.ston."
the ila'e of presentation.
Porilatil. Ore.. April 21!. A special
from CI. ndale, Oregon, says that an
OUR GOVERNOR GOES
CONTINUE SENDING RELIEF.
eartlupi.ii.e shock was felt there at
ON VISIT TO HOUSE
SAYS E. H. HARRIMAN. 1:11 this morning.
It was sufficiently,
Special to Kvtning Citizen.
, severe to nick the buildings and ratOgden. I'tah. April 23.
II.
Washington, II. ('., April 2:!. Dele-Kabead of the llariinian roads, tle the china. It was ulso felt at
Andrews today, on the door of
l'a-s- .
the bouse. Introduce, c,oernor Her- who bi on the gr mid S' titis a mes-sr.-- 'e Grants
urging the in"
for conbert .1. lagcrmau to leaders Payne,
II.- nay
that ANOTHER CALIFORNIA
Dalzei; and (jrosvenor and to ' the tinuing relief men TOWN WIPED OUT
;. nation and
t'e
Pennsylvania delegates, consisting of be has gone o
I .os
Pai.s. Cal., April 23. An
wi'h
necessity
thirty-on- e
representatives
and two is ib .ply impics:.
the principal
of nninierrup'i
forwani.tig f food earthquakepott destroyed
senators. They assured the gove-no- r
ion of this town. Conserbusiness
that the New Mexico delegate had the SUpplilH, w;t;: shhdl to i. I 2nl).UIHI vative lii.'.tif places tin- total loss at
.ads will
solid support of Pennsylvania In both homeless pe iple. T'e i:t
supplies $i: mi. .."".
continue to handle a'l
houses.
Speaker Cannon met the governor without (barge.
DEPEW NOrfGUFsTOP
in the spc al.er's lobby. ' The governor
also met the secretary of the interior. CITY ASKS GOVERNOR
HONOR AT BROOKLYN
TO WITHDRAW TROOPS
A bill b - be n offend establishing a
23.-- Th.
f.tn Francisco. c;l!.. A
I'nited States assay office at Santa Fe,
ltio..l;' i :. N. V.. Apiil 23. For the
who.
nnd for pensions for Mrs. Jerome Mar- cl.i.eiii' relief
In
mu.i".
c. iiinctlon
tin and Hornar.lo Salazar. It is
"'.
have Mrs: i:n.. in !.". eiis Si nai r Chaun-whh
iil n t be lie guest
tht't "o F Met.g. r has been charge of the i ity"s aft i
'.ae vot- - lev InM I',
a
recoiiiiiiei,ile,
r i.,e annua! banquet
!' idee
K) of'
to r"ii-tor pos'niaster at
(lim
w I' i.dra w
th. Montaiik Cluij lias given
trotn the whii-the n;,t,. t r.
c y. as ther.. are
'roops to aniiui'.ilv n h nor of the senator's
w
T .. usual
inlnlay dinner
- uar.l
care ,f biri:. ;.i
the property atnl
MEETING OF IMPERIAL
' lie camps.
hv the club for tonight,
was ai ::.
'dr. p.-- lew's birthday, tun
h s
COUNCIL POSTPONED ARIZONA
nt i!lm- -s
SENDS LAPCC
Senator
oa in j; to
QUANTITY OF
SIONS. De pew w
.;:;. !ie. to ileehne the

Washing' n, D. C. April
I.im of life at San Francisc
at
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arload

eairy supplies.
" I by ttie
- ' railway,
I'boi nix
Sa't Uiv. r
stall
bote last nitht
.i
Francisco, and yesterdav a
lotij of
fresh I., ef, on ice,
.tr. Tonight
ar.oilier car, contaiir:ir' mixed btnl.
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ONE

WEEK VAST

'

New York, April 23. Michael De
Lauro's siape frotu the law, when
sought for the murder of Frank Ilcsso
of West Park, last summer, as appears from tho disclosures by a Neptune township official, was, more sensational and mysterious than many
episodes In the most sensational novels. Do Laun was accused of having
murdered Frank Rosso as the result
of a love affair, la which the two
men were rivals. After Hie murder
De Iauro disappeared, and, although
detectives and a posse scoured the
country for miles the hiding place
of the murderer was never discovered.
It apiiears now, from the story of
the township tlllcial, that D IiHuro,
on the night of tho murder, was secreted in the house of a countryman.
At bruaJc of day he was taken to the
sand hills of West Park, and literally
buried in u doep gully at the side of
a hill. Here he remained for a wenk,
beinir provided with provisions and
water. On the seventh day after the
murder, De, l.auro was placed In an
empty lieer barrel anil driven aboard
the steamship Mary E. Patten, of the
Pleasure Hay line.
When the steamer reached the pier
In New Y rk, Gie barrel, with its
human freight, was driven to the dock
of an outgoing Italian s'eamer, bound
for Naples. There it was carefully
lowered into the hold, and, as the
li'dits of Sandy Hook grew dim, the
suspected murderer was ie!eased from
his hiding place, and, mingling with
his companion, was granted freedom
n'i;l a r using welcome by his resetters. He is novv, it. Is said, living
l.y
peacefully ill Italy, un.lis-url.e.- l
of tile law mi l sifely concealed
from detec i.;i.
Whether De l.auro
will ever pay the penalty for the murder of Hossa, depends upon how anxious the Monmouth county authorities
are to, bring him to Justice.

-

.

i

REPORTED DEATH OF
FATHER CAPON.
Indon. April 23. A story is
hy the
Guardian today fr m a correspondent in llussla,
that Father Gam. the not-- ,
ed Russian revolutionist, was secretly
hanged on April H by four revolutionists who had overheard him ad
nut tlia1 h" was spyii.g on his former
comrades, in In half of the olioo.
It wa
announced trotn St. Peters
burg on April lh, that Fattier Capon
dis.j
hail
ppeare.i about a week pre-- ,
viously, and tint j sii,!y h,. had been
kidnaped by his enemies.
pub-lislu--

I

f
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GREAT REDUCTION IN
SUPrOSED LOSS OF LIFE.

TINUE TO BE MADE

''

A

Whole Week..
PREPARATIONS

MADE

New York, April 23 Today Is tho
opening day of the, tenth annual military tournament under tho auspices
of tho Military Athletic
League,
which means that for one whole week
Madison Square Garden will bo tho
scene of tho most interesting martial
spectacle and contests.
For many
healths the companies, troops and bat-terof tho various arms, to be represented 1n the tmirnnnmnti
oeen drilling and practicing for thla
event, and thero is every reason to
expect that the contests this year
will surpass all previous contests of
this kind ever seen here.
Every
night tho program wllll be opened
with athletics, which will be followed
by military reviews, and there w ill bo
performances
on Wednesday
and
Saturday afternoon.In tho afternoon
performances tho boys of the various
military schools will givo their drills
and athletic exhibitions. Tho league
has offered valuable prizes to the win-r.- i.
rs in the various contests.
There will be a change in the commanders of the reviews every night,
the list Including Col. William E. Morris, Ninth Regiment; Col. Samuel I,.
Sixty-nint- h
Welch,
Regiment.
ot
Hiiffalo: Col. William C. Hates. Sev.
enty-firs- t
R.gunent: Col. Charles A.
Denike, Tent.li Regiment; Col. N. U.
l tiurstou,
Twenty-seconHeglment:
I. lent. Col. John V. F.ote, Fourteen'-Regiment.
Major McClellan, Admiral Cough-Ian- ,
of War Taft, General
Gram, commanding the. department of
Governor Higgins and CJ uncial Mills, fpim West Point, will bo
the reviewing officers.
Probably no exhibition by the
I'tiitel States cavalry that lms Ver
been seen in any of the tournaments
will equal
that promised by the
tain us Ttim)i (- - 0( ,,
Kifttint h.
from. Fort
Ethan Allen. Vermont,
First Lieutenant Samuel Van I.ier
commanding and Second Lieutenant
Yi' lor S. Foster, second.
The absence of the I'nite I States
Field artillery will not be noticed, as
the remarkable performance l.y tho
Third battery, N. c, under Major
Rasipdn (,f Brooklyn, will give a number of interesting drills. Other notable
fi attires
will be the infantry drills
or the Fnited States infantry from
F it Jay, and ihe sensational dribs
and evolutions of the Highlanders
tiom Canada. A humorous feature ol
the show will be the worst bucking
mule from Fori Meyer, which only
one iirin from that garrison can ride.
Ii Is epi cted that a number of the
olhcers of the French cruiser equad-iv- .
n a visit to this country,
u. now
will :it the show some time during
t'e w ee!.
-

h

it ndet s'oo.l
in Well SHIP FOUNDERS AND
THIRTY-THREPERISH.
ot
'!:.!! 'he illlli-s- s
'over, April 2il. The llelgiati trainNum York Money Market.
i,.., ., to do wi'h his
t
Iienaiyer,
2;!.
April
New York,
invitation than the un-.- . ing ship. Count de Sunt
Money on
- lie;, dining tiio recent
l'ouiidert., off prawl Point today. Her call, linn, at
per cent; prime,
thirty-three
Thcaptain
banqut
of
trvwistrniim.
said that
per cent,
mercantile piner.
hi without Mr. Lvpew.
liar silver.
thoseAiu board wire drowueJ.
.

ie--

I

it'-jf- tl

j

In

,

Then Put in Empty Beer Highlanders From Canada
Will Be Present and Give
Barrel Was Taken UpSensational Drills.
on the Ship.

Lo-

court martial of the hazers, has been,
investigating the filiation by means
f
put to various midship-- ,
iu
n. i n.
The inciuiry iias been searching and tie- xouii- -' men have given
every evidence of can. lor In thir replies.
It is reported that hazini? has1
been abolishisl, and that the midshipmen have now agreed to recognize the
academic r guia inns instead of their
own rode.
Secretary lfcmaparte is Inclined to
Udieve Miat something should be dotie
ia ehalf of the midshipmen who have
been (iismi.s.-i-In all but cue r two
cases, be feels that hU putnsliment
w as exc ssive, and that the navy Iras
h.st ihe services of young men who
v ou'. l lv of value.
In the new reguljt ins afi
d
e!
A te'e.r: :ts
urns winch have jus- - been printed, at
v
Col.;;;.
,n
!: i: r i :aile.
,o
the Naval Academy, great, r considit t.t a'
s'..'er, t ha
er;'.: i,.n is
eria!
tl'o midshipmen, who f: uu
entiKeil of
he use. i;;g .,! the
.!
jd ie, d more ujHin their wn honor
t iKe plac.. at
S!innei wl.ici- ins
and are free from the Ironclad
u indefiions which
have
here: fore .os Annep-- in May. l.a- nitely postponed.
mat hed acad. mic discipline.
d.

IN

HARRIMAN SAYS RELIEF
EFFORT MUST CON-

Ruined City.
NUMBER OF

Buried

paper Canard, Say Mayor
and Gen. Funston.

In Relieving the Distress

OF MILITARY

Charged With Murdering Meets at Madison Square .
His Rival, He.Was.,.
.Garden, .For One.:;; t

iReportcd Conflict Between Military and
Civil Authorities Is Merely a News-

IS ACTIVELY

IUU

TOURNAMENT

MAN ACCUSED

-

WASHINGTON

TENTH ANNUAL

Cc.

many people question his nliillly to
eon' nil cvenls.
night,
Mr. Roosevelt, on election
said In his statement to th..' American
people, li.il ho would not accei ai
third term noiiilnalion. It is reason
able t believe Unit the presendont
placed that in hi statement chiefly
his declaration that
to give force
li. would not
e n candidate lor nj
third frm. To have taid merely that
lip would not become a candidate for
a third term would not have had much
t Tci', 1m ciuse It
ts'a p. pnlar fiction
that no man ever Is a candidate for
the presidential oirice. It is doubtful,howt vcr. if Mr. Roosevelt over contempi. iled 'himself in the position cfl
refusing to accept the nomination alt
ter it had beeu tendered him by a
Ion of his party.
It is equally (l(iUtfu) If Mr. Roosevelt would think ho had stultified
himself hy accepting an unsought
nomination for l'.'o.X, despite his declaration of Unit. It Is . not for a
the counmoment U'i be believed
try would have any disposition to
hold Mr. Roosevelt to his election
night promise.
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Made Known on Application

Roosevelt for 1908.
Politicians in Washington are again
agog over "this man Ro.tsevelt," and
tho presidential nomination of 1908.
His inheritance tax doctrine, enunciated in his speech Saturday week, has
set them off again. Many republicans whoso loyalty to the president Is
passion, can see
not a consuming
nohting 1n it but. a bid for a third
White House term.

ajaauiftian will aanfar a faw by nottfrhis up
of th papar.
"
pamiadiatalT an ny
Vl Wttara and ram ittanca. thou Id ba add
fd to
citiuw Pupuiihinu Company. Drafts.
Til
IkHkl, poatnrfita ami tip a mony ord
mat ba pud payabla to Uv ard.r of the

Mpur,

Automatic

Colorado

I A3

I

ALL ABOUT
THAT MAN
ROOSEVELT
Foreigner

Might

Have

Doubt to Which Party
He Now Belongs.
FREE SEEDS

:

Most economical, and absolutely
itain Germicide Is

0

FOR FARMERS

Rate Bill Not Satisfactory
to President Will be
Vetoed by Him.

d

be-ir-

Improve the appearance of a
room by papering one side only,
as to try to clean It thoroughly
without using a Fumigator,
wnlch Is a known disinfectant
and germicide.
LEININGER'S
GEO.
DR.
GENERAFORMALDEHYDE
hospitals,
by
TOR is indorsed
hotels and physicians. Price, $1.

nt

Extracting

....50c

g

rl

frh t m

In

wurtha

an l rr my

ut

tlir.tl

Ai

'J- -
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NET

t.'QUEP.QL'E.

Capital

Unton or Postal Telo

Call at F. F.

t 9.

II

4

K

MEXICO

S100.G00

Surplus

$8

PP.
N. T. ARMUO BUILDIN'Q
B. F. CO

For

SprainsS.rainsK
Cuts, Bruises

& Burns

d

on Savings Deposits
4

!
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

51H-So-

WANTED A regfstered drug clerk
young man, able and willing to hustle. S. Vann & Son.
lady
Expert
WANTED Position.
stenographer and bookkeeper. Ad
dress H. C.. this office.
barber, $1j
WANTED A
per week. Ilox 177, Las Cruces,
first-clas-

Interest A wt

Trotter's.

FOR SALE At a bargain, my residence property, with or without furniture, and two adjoining cottages;
located on four lots, coi ner of Third
street and Hazeldlno avenuo, with
fine trees, lawn, stable, etc. Apply
ith
at
Second street. Mrs.
W. M. McClellan.
FOR SALE A. Ar'Trimble, 207 North
Arno street, has for sale, settings
of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
Rhode Island Reds, White PlymPlymouths,
outh Rocks, Barred
Brow.i leghorns, etc.
One dollar
per setting.
barbershop
FOR SALE A
at a bargain. It Is the best shop
in the best location, with the best
trade in the town, with the best
future of any town, in the southwest. Write at once. E. D. Williams, Las Cruces, N. M.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Interested in mines? I have some
said t0 be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.

s

N. M.

WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

first-clas-

Men's washing and lace
curtains to launder. Hand work;
satisfaction guaranteed. Mrs. Lug
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
ny number
WANTED
Good men,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South

WANTED

First street.

s

WANTED Agents make $0 daily
selling the cheapest and most perBUSINESS EXCHANGE.
fect water filter ever invented. Retails at $2. Big profit. Exclusive . TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
territory. Seneca Filter Co., Sen-oaMcSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Mo.
The exchange man.
WANTED Lady or gentleman, with McSPADDEN
See him for business exchanges.
good reference, to travel by rail or
300 South Broadway.
with rig, for a firm of $250,000 capital. Salary $1,072 per year and ex- TO EXCHANGE I have property in
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
penses; salary paid weekly and exColorado and Arizona to trade for
penses advanced. Address, with
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
stamp, J. A. Alexander, Albuquerme. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
que, N. M.
Broadway
WANTED Rig mail order hous
FOUND.
as
district
wants local assistant
distributer for few counties. Per FOUND Lady's purse; owner can
manent work. Salary, $18, pal
recover fame by calling at this ofweekly from home office, and ex
fice and paying for this nr.' Ice.
money
advanced
penses. Expense
AGENTS WANTED.
Address
No investment required.
Standard Company, Como block THE com lele story of the great Sill
by
Francisco 1 arthiuake, written
Chicago.
ey.-wnesf es ; complete set of actMALE HELP WANTED.
book,
best
ual ph: iograplis ; big
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
big money. Agents lire alterm.--;
learning the barber trade; situaready taking from fifteen to forty
special
rate.
tions guaranteed;
a '.ay. Son-ten cents for
orders
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
complete outfit. Now ready. Be
Cal.
first in the field. The Columbia
men, tiny num be r
W ANTED G 00
Chicago.
for rock work; southern Arizona; WANTED
Men in each state to
wages, Si'c an hour; work guarantravel, post signs, advertise and
Abrayears.
Inquire
for
three
teed
leave samples of our goods. Salary
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
street.
.
First
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
FORJNTV
disas"-te- r
FOR KENT Four room brick" ikmse, AGEN T
close in. Apply at F. F. Trotters
book of 5o page illustrations,
store.
highest commissions; freight paid;
credit. Send ten cents in postage
rooms over
FOiriUONT
for outfit, also beautiful free housethe Golden Rule Dry Goods comhold premiums. American Publishpany. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
ing House, Chicago.
Phelan.
FOR KENT Two ver pleasant fur- nished rooms for light housekeep
Co
ing; also one sleeping room. 517
Organs, Horses
Furniture,
Pianos,
On
South Broadway.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
FOR KENT Furnished rooms, with SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REor witlw-u- t
board, at the Roosevelt
as low as $10.00 and as high
House, 309Vj West Railroad avenue. CEIPTS,
as
Loans are quickly made
Under new management. Miss F. and $290.00.
One
strictly private.
Time:
V
Moore.
month to one year given. Goods re
FOR SALE.
main In vouc possession. Our rates
FOR SALE Household goods and are reasonable. Call and see us be
baby buggy. R15 South A mo street. fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
FOR SALE All kinds of household
tickets to and from all
furniture, 501 South Fourth street. Steamshln parts
of the world.
S A'L
FOR-fine rancn ami a few
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
K.,
this
Address,
sheep.
hundred
31S West Railroad Ate.
office.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Ad
Open Evenings.
FOR SALE Four good cows.
dress, R. D. Lusted, P. O. Box 15S,
NEW HOUSE FOR SALE.
city.
On North Twelfth Street.
FOR SALE All lots in Coror.ada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, 0. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Director.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY ,
FRANK McKEB
......
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

,

V. S. DEPOSITORY.
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

..--

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

..JEZJjf?!?'

'

'!

$500,00040
$250,000.00

a

it

At all Druggists

mi

proposition, that Is being repeated
with much glee In Inner republican
circles, where tho president is not
overly popular. Asked if he thought
the proposition would be endorsed
by the Ohio
republican convention,
Senator Dick said:
"In my judgment, the convention
will not endorse such a proposition."
"Why not?"
"Ileoauso it is going to be a republican convention."
Suffered for Five Years With Kidney
and Liver Trouble.
"I suffered for five years with kidney anr! liver trouble, which caused
severe pains across the back and a
blinding headache. I had dyspepsia
and was so constipated that I could
not move my bowels without a caI was cured by Chamberthartic.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets nnd
have been well now for six months,"
says Mr. Arthur S. Strickland
of
Chattanooga, Tenn. For sale by all
druggists.
PROFESSIONAL

J

Monte" tsma Trust Co

FOR SALE Two sets of shelving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.

WANTEO.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

ROOM 12,

mi

placet wrlf tcyd.iy lor book I OPEN jw a
have offiret In at! larpe ritles and ntft-- the snroet
nifthrxl oi marketing your abliity i or every cent IV

aKOOaCKCK0XK

ALL

ad with
3''n.i
phone di- -t t. or call, and the

lm.

l

fTtuilral poftittonx riyi'iff I mm f .000 to ,S.tW)
year, bnt
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. If ynu tum e Til
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POSITIONS

alvaradoTharmacy

Painless

f

gra.ph offices for an A. D. T. messcnEer
cas.ii to The Citizen office, or telead w ill appear according to your wish.

917 Chrmlcal building, bt.- Louis

$6.00
$1.50 Up

--

1

,

EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg.

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Western

the
TELEPHONE
your
the

A
V
X

Hapgoodi (iae.). Brain Broken

Corner First St. and Gold Ave.

23, 1906.

t'trough them.

try to

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

"ikiII-tlcla-

SiK'dal Correspondence:
Washington, D. C. April 23. There
is a growing belief in Washington
that if congress finally enacts a railroad rate bill which has the effect of
Testing the real rale making power
la the c:trts insisad of in the commission. President Roosevelt will veto
the measure.
Such a possibility is so alarming
in many quarters that it overshadows
almost every other subject of interest. In the first place, it In almost
universally agreed that such a course
would mean the election of a democratic majority to the next house.
The country demands rate legislation.
More than that, tt demands the president's rate legislation; or, at least,
rate legislation acceptible to the
president. Paradoxical though if may
eeem, it Is the executive, and not
their elected representatives in congress, whom the people trust.
Any rate bill to which Mr. Roosevelt gave his' approval, would satisfy
tht? country; at least, the country
would be willing to. give it a working
trial. But should congress enact a
bill of. which Mr. Roosevelt could not
approve, congress would have to
reckon with the country, and it would
le a wrathful reckoning.as it appears
That is the situation
to observers In Washington, whether
they be friendly or unfriendly ta the
president's rate making doctrine.
a doubt, it will influence final action in the matter. Fear of the veto
may force congress into acceptance
of the president's program in its entirety, but the xhinces are that" it will
5r,!1S
not.
.
There is one course left open to the
house, by which it can save Itself
he full measure of public disffrOTu
approval. That is ta refuse to con-- i
cur in the senate" roasting of ihe
e
rate bill, thus killing the measure
it reaches the Vetoing hand of
the president. It is doubtful, however, if this would be of great avail
for the purposes of the impending
campaign. It would enable the house
to shoulder some of the blame off onto
the senate, but the public cannct immediately reach the senate, and when
the public starts out to look for a
victim it Is going to select some one
wliom it can reach. Besides, it would
impossible to quite clear such a
le
program from suspicion as a "deal."
It is popularly believed that it Is a
favorite practice of the house to pass
bills and send them up tj. the binaie
to be slaughtered, and a great many
voters would insist on believing that
the rate bill had only met its pre-

And you might as well

ft

nd vcu can rely upon It. s we have not failed before, that your
mnirv In no' t Town away. Wi have also vented hundreds of houses
hy our wart arts, as well a sold nearly everything we have sciver-tiser- l
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Cons:rvatives Boom Bryan.
William .1 Bryan will be the conservative candidate for president in
19118," exclaimed a southern democrat
when th? president's speech was concluded.
and repreRepublicans, senators
sentatives. Interviewed since Saturday, have expressed like views. OtJier
republican senators and rv preventatives have endorsed the president's
utterances. Some democrats denounce
the Roosevelt theories as dangerous
Other democrats
and revolutionary.
hail the president as a convert to
democratic doctrines.
In more tJian one public speech In
has
this winter attention
of
been called to the obliteration
propparty lines. Mr. Roosevelt's new
osition certainly has not helped to
tighten up the. lines of party affiliation. A foreigner might have difficulty
in guessing to which party the presi
dent adhered.
President as politician.
President Roosevelt often has been
credited with In ing an adroit Klitic-ian- .
The meaning of the word
is so broad tiiar the charge
may well !o true without any discredit to the cMef executive. If the
motives attributed to him in the matter of the coal roads investigation are
true, however, he has macL fli move
that might well inspire the envy of
a Piatt or Quay.
Democrats who are followers and
disciples of Mr. Hearst are disposed
to complain that when the president
select.: d Charles K. Hughes, tho Insurance Inquisitor, to conduct the
coal investigations, he was aiming a
blow directly at Mr. Hearst's ambitions, and they show an inclination
to criticise the president for having
taken part in a purely state political
contest. Mr. Hughes has been prominently miuvtioned as a likely republican candidate for governor of New
York, and it is conceded that should
he conduct a successful prosecution
of the conl trust his political fortune
Prosecuwould be greatly enhanced.
tion of the ecv.U trust has been one
of the pet policies of Mr. Hearst and
his friends cannot help but feel that
t'he president has tried to steal away
his thunder.
A gentleman who Is very close to
the administration, and who has talk
ed with tho president within the past
day or two, is authority for the siate-nKthx political effect of the selec
tion of Mr. Hughes did not occur to
Mr. Roosevoll until after the appoint
ment had been announced by Attorney
General Moody. Tho Inspiring motive
wasi the public contldenee which Mr,
Hughes won as counsel for the Ann
strong insurance investigating
com
mittee. Following Mr. Moody's
an
nouncement, the suggestion that it
might make Hughes governor of New
York was made lu Mr. Roosevelt's
presence.
"All right," the president is quoted
as having said. "I am willing to make
a governor for every state in the
I'nion, under t,he same conditi ns."
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YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If sot we can secgre it for you by a small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs
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LAWYERS.
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1

Salt-Franc-

ROOMS,
FIFTY FOOT LOT,
FIVE

FOR SALE Small stock mercnandise
Bernard 8. Rodey.
Free Seed Are Doomed.
700 00
.
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
At last it would lieem that congress
Easy Terms.
South Broadway.
has made up its mind to ring down N. M. Prompt attention given to all
the curtain on the farce of govern- business pertaining to the profession FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, in Bne condition and almost
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
mental distribution of garden seeds. Will practice in all courts of the terriFor particu110 West Gold Avenue.
tew, at a bargain.
For half a century t hi? free distribu- tory aud before the United State
lars, call at this office.
tion of seeds by congressmen to their land office.
work and conveyancing.
FOR SALE Black Monon a and Hai- Notarial
constituents has been a notorious
Ira M. Bona.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWred Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch32 P street
waste .f public money, and there
ing; 75 cents per setting. Ed
CARDS
always has benm a strong sentiment X. W.. Washington, D. C. Pensions,
PROFESSIONAL
Albuquerque. N. M.
against it. Members of congress from lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
DENTISTS.
top
city districts, whoso constituents had letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR SALE Roll top and flat
no use for garden seeds, have been
letter press;
desks; book case;
Ft. W. U. Bryan.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
inveighing against the practice for
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
chairs and office table. Room 5,
Dental Surgeon.
fifty years, but the members of con ;iue, N. M. Office, First National
First National Bank building.
lo ami 10, umut uiuen,
gre.--s
l.om country districts outnum- Hank building.
Thoroughbred while Wy theUOPniB
FOR
SALE
Golden Rule Dry Goods company, j
bered tin-iand outvoted them wh:
undone cockofells, (young.) Apply Both 'phones. Appointments maae Dy
w7Dobson.
E.
cut
oil
r an attempt was made to
corner of Fifth mail.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWat .Like Levy's,
Office Crcm
the si .1 supply.
N. M.
street ami New York avenue.
defined doom.
Albuquerque,
block,
well
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
"Iiig
Tim" Sullivan, whose district
The argument would be advanced
Fuk SALE $25,0uO raucn at a bar
Office
avenue.
No. 3(J Railroad
LAND MATTERS.
by democratic orators that the presi- comprises m si of the east side of
property
in hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
gain; will take small
York City, is one city congressor
dent's r:iie program had had cordial New who
phone
exchange. Write, wire,
H. W. S. Otero,
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. . Ap
in the past had supiMirud
democratic MipiKjrt, and that having man
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 liointments made by mall.
United States Court Commissioner,
In defense 01
tailed of enactment by a republican the country members
South Broadway.
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
majority, iho logical thilig would be free sieds. It has In ea the practice to matters
PHYSICIANS.
before the land office
F'Ols:uTE OR EXCHANGE For
to give him a democratic majority to of country meinln is t .) trade off doeiifurnnew
a
property,
cfiv
or
ranch
CIVIL
ENGINEER.
DR. R. L. MUST,
cany out bis Killcies. Republican n lits. I'r w.iieli V'i.' construi nis
ished rooming house. Best location
seeds of city
voters who are enthusiastic support- did not care, for
of- J.,
F.
R.
Farwell,
this
J.
In
Address
the
city,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
ers of Mr. Roosevelt would listen to niemlu rs. One o untry niembi r apArmijo Building.
Room a, N.
flee.
Tuberculosis treated with
such itiguineiils, and Kiitder them proached Sullivan wiili the offer ol
FO'lt SALE A drug store lu good lit
Electrical Current and GerBEAUTY CULTURE.
a good many of them would such 2 trade.
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpad-il- micide. 'Treatments given each day
"Not much," exclaimed "Ilig Tim."
act upon the advice when they i.nt
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
from 8 a. in. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
ii, ;;nu South Broadway.
eat docu"my constituents
canii.it
to tho ih!1s n election day.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Both 'phones.
in attendance.
your
TlTADE
1.1st
SKI
.LRENT6r
It will bo seen, therefore, that the ments."
Late of New York city. The lates
g. SHADRACH,
w.
300
ok.
McSpadden,
L.
"Hut they have no ground on which scientific appliance
T.
property
lays of the republican members are
with
and up to date
Siiuth Broadway.
anxious (dies, ,and filled with trouble. t;j grow anything from the s eils," methods fo- - treating the hair, face
LE
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Utifulfllloil promises of tariff revision argued the rural M. ('., "s i the seeds and scalp. Complexion steaming and FOit-SAOil TRADE 2 rooming
and Throat.
them."
of
use
no
to
are
many
300
up
who
of
to
plague
those
McSpadden,
South
L.
bouses. T.
rise
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
Occullst and Aurlst for Sanfa Fe coafe
"Art n't they, though." retorted Sul- Ing.
to the Sixtieth
Broadway.
eeek
water
automatic
Electrolytic
West Railroad
lines. Office, 313Vi
They bad counted on going to livan. "You don't kn w the cast side massage, C13 West Gold
avenue. FOR" S A I .E OR Tit A DE "a gooif busF-nes- avenue.
corking
They
make
housewives.
c;nsl.iiuents
"pointing
Mc-Swith
and
:
their
T. L.
to 5
Aurn nhone 279
for citv property.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and
priue
uic enaeiuieuc oi a laio I'm good soup out of those s eds."
((!,., 300 South Brondway.
p. n
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
aui'atioii
Credit for the
as an offset to broken taritf pledges.
double-baFTfi;SA'nE A
NURSE.
If this is to be taken from them, there agains tree seeds, which seems likely
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
sbatgun; bran new
reb',1,
Morris
belongs
to
Micccsslul,
lie
to
way
of
the
in
left
much
not
it
Jt
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
used;
one
of
ver
th
been
has
M.
R. Wharram,
Mr.
achievement calculated to malie a Sheppard. the youth! ul congressman
t
Gobi avenue.
' makes. Call at The Citizen of
Auto
31, Barnett building.
Room
a
rural
giKJil
from
He
Texas.
repi
sents
done,
"Well
thou
voter exclaim
lire ,,r particulars.
A phone,
Hours,
ACCOUNTANT.
(113; Colo.. 1C5 B.
district, but his farmers have proservant."
uti.l
Ki iil S W".E
Two choicerto 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-''--.
For $75ii.
gressed bey nd the point of caiing to EXI'ERT ACCOUNTING
Books aud
one 1 store now therepy aud other Battle Creek meth- ! vo
houses,
planting
give
up
ground
oi
the
for
improved
i'ed, statements prepared,
Sincere, But Not Able.
i
in."...,. ...ii. i.iiu . una.
government seeds of doubtful value,
i'i ior
sys ems
installed. Twenty years'
(etlliig back to the question of a due of tho tirM
W Chasten, 1122
(Oliek.
J.
things
lie did, thereguaranUNDERTAKER.
Satisfaction
third t. riu for Mr. Roosevelt, his for upon taking his sea! in t lie experience.
Arno street.
teed. George H. Browne, 110 Sauth
inuivcs In the matter must remain a house, at the age of 27. was toofter
Colo. Red 115.
U.T;
phone 31 tT
A large m iv.in..ile biisi-- ; Auto
Second street. Albuquerque, N. M. l'i
The a resolution to investigate tlie
matter of individual opinion.
A. BORDERS,
a
mot.
excellent
enjoying
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
president eon! iuut s to stand by his distribution, and hi- - has kept so
City Undertaker.
anil controlling business for
Building. Black
lection night declaration that he
of couture; ir will Commercial Club
at n ihai ul last an effective
jo
A. L. Morgan.
would not. be a candidate for a third seiiiinien' has been arous d.
white bearse, $5.
and
in tlie sheep
CONTRACeiiga,
Tho
Can
ilf
INDEPENDENT
leitn and would not accept a third-terTOR AND BUILDER.
Estimates are
ARCHITECTS.
lattle business; also gristmill.
.
nomination. Except for a few
Senator Dick's
dici rfuliy furnished; Job wc rk solie- bargain for sum tnermtic
who
nuorioiifcly
unfair
of
jhtmuis
at
Sctia'or Chvles Dick if Ohio in r- at
$'t,"uo
and V. O. Walling
shop
to
$s.imiii
724
I.
Spencer
I'KMil
W.
F.
to
'phone,
Automatic
with
u5lud, nj question of the president's peiraied a bun-mof
at the cxpcn
Call at Tiie Citieu office ford, rooms 40 47. Barnett building
Nonh sond street, .Albuquer
incerlty in the 1114' ter arise. A great President Roosevelt's inheritance tax I'm
que N. M.
Albuquerrjue. N. M. Both 'phones.
.irtioiilars.

of Al&uqwerqiic,

New Mexico

Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits.

O.

$100,000 00
17,000 00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
X. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERXDON, Cashier; Roy McDOXALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIE3A, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.
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"OLD RELIABLE"

PUTNEY
WHOLESALE GRO CE R
L. D.

6--

lligh-Frequen- cy

I!

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceris
in the Southwest.

I

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

RAILI DAD AVEXUE
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INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
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HAPPI-'f- t

NESS,
Not enly for yourself, but for your
children, as good health In youth lays
the foundation for a sturdy maturity
and Joyous old age. Proper bathing
1s just as essential as proper eating.
The Standard Plumbing Co., In their
modern sanitary bath rooms, install
a system of open plumbing that makes
a bath that is ideal in its perfect
cleanliness, with sanitary appliances
that are the best results of scientific
thought and skill.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284; Automatic, 671.

J. C. BALDRIDGK
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
ys
PAPER--AlwaBUILDING
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears stock. Plaster, Lime, Cameai,
longest, most economical, full
Paint, Glass, Sssh Doors, te
measure.
ALBUQUERQUE M. M.
FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

con-grer-

-i

i

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ror-in- i

flrbt-clas-

111

r

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

.
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ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS
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NEW YORK'S MODEL
COLLEGE BUILDINGS

Options are being tiled daily at offices ot University Heights Improvem't Co.

Cost Four and Half Millions
and Will Accomodate
6,000 Students.

By people who

appreciate that this District will in the near future become the ARISTOCRATIC
RESIDENCE SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE. These beautiful, level lots, twenty blocks from
the heart of the city, two hundred feet above the smoke, dust, mud and noise, are beintr offered

GREATEST OF ALL HER SEX
War

Department

Disfavors

Material Change

AT EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS.

Any
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Present Uniform.
York, April 23.
New
will 8,on have the most
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INTEREST CHARGED ON DEFERRED PAYMENTS

MO

e

builldings ever constructed. The
group of five buildings, now nearing
completion, on Washington Heights,
will be the future home of the College
of the City of New York. It has cost
$4,5iO,imo, ami will afford accommodation for nearly G.ooo students.
The new buildings present a very
handsome and substantial appearance
and are attracting much attention.
Uniformity of design and symmetry
of grouping are especially noticeable.
This Is due to the fact that the entire
group was designed and planned an
at once under the direction of one
architect, instead of being the result
of a gradual growth, as has been the
case with many of our colleges. Dark
gray stone, obtained on the site, has
been used for the walls, and pressed
white terra cotta for the corners, window frames and quoins. This gives a
general effect of granite and white
barbie.
The site Is an Ideal one. It overlooks the Hudson on one side and
Ixng Island Sound on the other, and
commands a view of the city for many
miles.
Owing to the large number of students who are to occupy them, it was
buildings
determined
that these
should represent the most advanced
It
form of '"fire proof construction.
was resolved that the danger of fire
starting in or destroying any particular structure should be reduced to a
minimum, and the possibility of its
spreading to be eliminated altogether.
This has been effected by the use of
bellow tile fire proofing, from the
basement to the roof of every building in the group. Special attention
was paid to the chemistry building,
as the danger from fire or explosion
laboratory was
in an experimental
considered greater than in any other
class of modern building. The walls
are of hollow tile, the floors of glass
tile, and the tops of the tables either
stone or marble, so that if a fire or
an explosion did occur the damage
would be confined to one area
and easily controlled.
Experts say that the great assembly hall of the main building, which
will scat 2,400 people, is the finest example in the world of an
fire proof hall. So completely is this
hall hedged in on all sides by hollow
tile and porous terra cotta blocks that
it would be impossible for a fire to
burn Into it from the outside, while
the danger of a fire in the hall itself
is so remote tnat an audience would
have little fear of surfocatlon.'
MADE BARONESS

LOTS: $25 TO $150 EACH; $5.00 DOWN AND $5.00 PER MONTH

5CbcI42-f- t.

Secure full information at our offices, or we will call if you will give us your address OPTIONS
HAVE BEEN EXTENDED TO MAY 1st, on account of Mr. Sellers' absence in San Francisco.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T.

H. B. FERQUSSON, President

M. W. FLOURNOY,

V.-Pr-

and Treas.

es.

CITY OFFICE:
119 South Second Street, First National Bank Building

D. K. B. SELLERS, Sec. and Manager

BRANCH OFP'ICE:
On the Heights, Across the Street from the University

THE ST. FRANCIS HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO

marked ly great rents In the surface'
or tho earth. This feature was especially marked In the Vavispe earth- quake In Sonora, ln 1887, when a'
crack formed twenty miles long, with!
a shift in the 'strata varying from a
few Inches to twenty-twfeet wide.
In some earthquakes there are slips
of ground which are not, very deep, '
hut. which effect a considerable displacement tf the surface, lu Ui
Vavispe earthquake it. was plain that! Among
Many Victims
the shift of the strata went down;
many thousands ot feet lnfa the earth.
In the great Japanea? earthquake1
Sullivan May Possibly
there was a fault fifty miles long, in
which there was a very large (lis- Recover .From Wounds.
placement, sometimes amounting to
twenty five or thirty feet.
It is generally a.,cause of surprise.!
San Francisco, Cal., April 22.
forgot the. interests of his department,
however, to the person who has not
made a special studv of eartlinnnkes. Chief D, J. Sullivan, of the San Fran- of a salt water
plant,
to learn how very small is the actual cisco fire department, passed away he repeatedly spoke to his friendsand
ot
movement of the earth. It is usually
the increasing necessity for suoh an
measured in niillinKters, and a quake at 1:10 o'clock this morning from the adjunct to the fire, department of tha
may be effects of injuries received on Cue city.
of twenty-fiv- e
,
millimeters
very destructive and alarming in Its morning of the earthquake.
Clilof
Mrs. Sullivan, who suffered serious
Sullivan
and his wife were sleeping injuries, has progressed satisfactorily
results, this depending much on the
quickness of the movement. Ol In the fire houso, adjoining the Cali- and It Is believed she will
fornia
hotel,
on Hush street. The His mind eeemed to dwell onrecover
course, ian Immense amount of power
the need
earthquake
is put forth in moving the solid matshook down the chimney
ter of the earth's crust, even so small of the hotel and sent is crashing
FIRE CHIEF SULLIVAN
a degree. People are often affected through the fire iiotiS'e. Chief Sulliwith dizziness and sea sickness 500 van and his wife were carried with
the debris, two stories, to the ground
miles from the center of the
floor, but they were extricated alcr
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difficulty.
Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan were at once

HOW IT STICKS.

re

AND THE BATTLE OF MANILA MONUMENT IN UNION SQUARE.
THE HOTEL WAS NEW, MAGNIFICENT AND THE MOST LUXURIOUS IN THE WORLD. IT WAS PARTIALLY DESTROYED.

Albuquerque Has Found It Hard to
Shake Off.
Hard to bear, harder to get rid of.
Is any itching skin complain,
Ecztma or Itching piles.
Doan's Ointment relieves and cures
all itchiness of the skin.
Albuquerque people endorse
this
statement.
A. M. Whit comb, nurseryman, corner of Eighth and Tijeras fctreets,
Fays: "In my estimation there is no
ointment for the purpose that is used
that can equal Doau'. There was
a spot below my ineo which annoyed
me for ten ytars. Unlike eczema, it
diil not spread out, but at tinms
it
itched so exasperatlnginy, particularly after I went to bed or sat by the
It until It
stove, that I scratched
smarted, before relief came. I tried
every salve and ointment I came
across; when one did not help me, I
bought another and applied it. Reading ab ut Doan's Ointment induced
me to go to a drug store for a box.
In a few (Ijvs the itchiness ceased,
ami the lift if the part affected was
now
killed, for up to date, and It
over six months since I mopped the
use of the salve, there has not been
a symptom of Its apiearanco."
For mUt by all dealers. I "rice f0

CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKES;
BY NOTED SE SmOGRAPHER:

The following common; on the San
Francisco earthquake was written for
The Evening Citizen by Major C. E.
Dutton, U. S. A., retired.
Major Dutton made the official
study and reixrt for the United
States geological survty on
the
Charleston, S. C, earthquake of lSSti.
and is recognized as one of the greatest living authorities on seismic disPRESENT ARMY UNIFORM
turbances.
Major Dutton does not think the
SUITS THE DEPARTMENT.
has any
Washington. D. C. April 23 It is San Francisco earthquake
a source of considerable gratification connection with the Vesuvius
to army officers that the War Department has refused to consider any
material changes in their uniform. It MAJOR C. E. DUTTON,
U. S. A..
is realized in the department that, no
SAYS THAT THE SAN FRANmatter what the uniform may be,
CISCO EARTHQUAKE WAS NOT
there are those who will find an
BY
BUT
VOLCANIC,
CAUSED
unity to suggest changes, all
more or less expensive to the officers,
SHOCK ITSHIFTING LAND
who must furnish their own apparel.
SELF NOT SO BAD AS CHARLES-TOGeneral Chaffee, while chief of staff,
EARTHQUAKE, WHICH IS
held that the uniform was on a pracEARTH
STILL A MYSTERY
tical basis, and his successor. General
There is
Hates, agreed with him.
AND OTHER GREAT
CRACKS
every reason to expect that the new
EARTHQUAKES.
chief of staff, General Hell, will adhere to this view. If anything is done
with the uniform, it will be to elimBy C. E. Dutton.
inate
styles of dnss Maj.ir United States Army (Re'.iredi.
Hie of the
useless, but
whien are considered
which are used for show purposes
There are two classes of earthonly. The only reason that t he full quakes,
tectonic and volcanic.
dress has been retained is that in The first the
lias references to causes
public gatherings, wluro army
ttliich build the earth, and is by far
come In contact with represent- the
n;t r
common. The present
atives of oilier countries, it is desir.
may be failed a tec'onlc
able to maintain a proper proportion
yt. t fully
as
not
'e
do
of display. It is considered that the
brines
action which
uniform w rn lor the field by the about tiiisthekind of earthquake furAmi rican army is- - the most comfort- ther than that it is associated with
able and bi M suited which could be strains in the earth's surface, set up
in
those
devised, and siirpassess
of
bv tin- - transfer of th particle
qualities the military apparc of all h'tid by :h"
f the rivers movui:!'-- '
Suggestions
of
countries.
other
ing to the sea. This in lime removes
hang, s in the uniform continue to a very
lame j mount of sediment and
although
are
they
bur
received,
be
which eventually
produces a
tiled,
furno
carefully
an,!
amihil
the earth to give way a', this
them.
; Mention
The
to
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ther
l
point. W only l.n w this as a
onlv change of any imKrtanee.
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ilurim;
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most
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Rules for Democratic Primaries.
MERCHANT TAILORING
The democratic county central committee, of Chaves county, has Issued UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
and published Iron clad rules governRAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAM
ing the voting at the county primaries.
BINI, PROPRIETOR
So far three candidates
have an
My merchant tailoring snap is upnounced for sheriff, three for assessor
,
and three for probate Judge. ,
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage ot
l
the Moon Inhabited?
the public. All work guaranteed first
Science has proven that the moon class, ag I have bad fifteen years' ex
has an atmosphere, which makes life perlence ln the business. Suits mad
In some form possible on that satellite to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
but not for human beings, who have repaired. The specific I use will not
a hard enough time on this earth of Injure the cloth. Ladles' garment
ours; especially those who don't know also cleaned and walking skirts mad
that Klectric Hitters cure headache, to order. Give me a trial.
biliousness, malaria, chills and ferer,
O. BAMBINI.
jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
a
Contempt for That Law.
liver, kidney complaints, general deNow that the senate has passed the
bility and female weaknesses.
Unequalled as a general tonic and ap- bill allotting "amateur" Sunday basa
petizer for weak persons and esne-clal- y ball players, let us organize a tam ln
for the aged. It induces sound Antwerp and arrange for a game of
sleep. Fully guaranteed by all drug- ball to be played here every Saturday.
gists. Trice only Due.
Antwerp (O.) Ii.e.

and
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taken to thn Southern Pacific hospital, but when the flames reached
the Mission they were again moved,
this time t the general hospital at
Presidio. It wrjs found that Mr. Sullivan whs suffering from a fractured
skull, four broken ribs, and other injuries. Eddie Graney was with Fire
Chief Sullivan from the time he was
removed from the lire until his death.
Mr. U ran cy today stated that Chief
Sullivan never knew there was a fire.
After recovering consciousness,
the
chief took great interest in the affairs of the city, being always apprehensive that, a fire would break out.
He knew from the first that he was DIED FROM INJURIES RF.CF.1VEI
dying from his injuries,
IN AWFUL 'FRISCO FIRE.
but never

ON MARKET STREET, THE MAIN ARTERY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, ALMOS T TOTALLY DESTROYED
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for the United States.
the name Diun's and

WILL
CONSTRUCT THE DAM
No bi ls were received for the work
of rebuilding the Carlsbad Irrigating
dam and the United States government will have to do the work through
the rec lauiat ion service.
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FOR

ofli-er-

SULLIVAN

the

Pat? jUx

HER PHILANTHROPY.
London, April 23. Baroness
the world's
probably
greatest woman philanthopist, celebirthday
brated her ninety-secon- d
and
Saturday. During the four-scotwelve years of her life, she has given
away more than $23,000,00(1 for charitable purposes and many of the most
important charitable institutions in
the United Kingdom owe their existence and prosperous condition to her
munificence. She is the only woman
wh.i was ever raised to the peerage
in recognition of her many acts of
charity and her public spirit. She is
the daughter of Sir Francis Burdett,
of
M. P.,
and the granddaughter
Thomas Coutts, the great banker.
Her vast fortune is derived from the
Coutts bank, in which she Is still a
partner. She declined all offers of
marriage until she was 18 years old,
when she married Sir William
who was then only 30 years
old. The marriage, which was strongly disapproved of by Queen Victoria,
proved a very hapyy one, contrary
to general expectations. The baroness was raised to the peerage througa
the efforts of Gladstone.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

most beautiful city In tho world." Mrs. Hugh Crum, with
property wiped out. M
fwry vesto of her income
In fore ever the dusl and smoke of destruction had lioen
M
wiped from her eyes, wont to the relief committee nnd
Jl
n
Is
In
Here
check
for
$20,000
of
hank.
half
"I
have
said:
II to aid In carinc for tho destitute."
With such citizens
San Francisco cannol fall.
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CHURCH, CLUIl AINU
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

tttm.

M

Spring Blouse

m

of the Shriners
A stiec' :! ni"etin
veiling at 7:.'!0
Indictment down in Texas had It that the accused Is railed for this
Jiad been euiltv of a crime In "nineteen hundred and sex." o'clock. A: nobles are requested to
5fsa SftricLlcir
PotentnK
The failure o( the clerk to dot ihe "1" vitiated the process 'attend. .T. IJorrartaile,
San rianclsco, like a mother nil hut done to
i
terrified.
and enabled the offenders to stand off the law on a techwith
lor
crushed, despairing,
rev w of A H mo Hive No.
Special
presents nicality for an indtei niinate time. That Is one of the 1. will be held Tuesday afternoon nt
Ftarvlns Utile oii" clin?:liiR to her rns mnt'-l4 o'clock p. in. in Odd Fellows' hall.
1ho most piteous appeal for help that lias bu n made to things which give the public sometimes a very poor opinBusiness of Importance.
humanity in this pent ration. Thousands of lives hae ion of the law.
Ikm? n Wotted out, hundreds of thousands are homeless.
beenmCOXXX00000XXXC0XXOOOOCK00
The n filial- nneiing of tho Knichts
n destroyed nud
hundreds of millions in property has
of Pythias will be held tonight. Work
every form of social and Industrial activity lias l.een susvislirVt
ib .'iee. All members and
In
Ufcftea
pended. It Is an appalling trauedy imainst which every
iting liiil.'li s requested to attend. S.
presthe
in
and
provide
I'. Newcomer, K. It. S.
human agency was powerless to
IP 5m raci
O
ence of which every human emotion is paralyzed except
Tlore will be a special meeting of
Sympathy, which links the human
that of
Knights of CoJWf--i
1
council
Albuquerque
CTTTT
L
with tho divine, nlone survives and springs forward
1
OOOC CC i'XJXXX000XXX3C000XXOC0
lumbus, this evening, at. St. Mary's
Deen
nnd
hall, to tnhe action fur extending reo
ot
many
author
poem
of
Markham,
country
by Edwin
and
The following
Krom nil the cities of this
lief to the sufferers In San Franaid is helns hurried U tin Mrickeii. The awful The Man With the Hoe, is copyrighted by the Newspaper cisco.
:
calamity has reminded nil men that we are brothers. Hut Enterprise Association:
An inleii sting lmeting of the W.
In
A groai.
of
there can lie none too much aid. The need is beyond all
t
T. I. was held Saturday afternoon
labor-paimeasure. One of the preatcsl of American cities Is a
at the home of Mrs. Heabl. on Grand
Her ancient agony nnd street.
scene of ruin nnd desolation. In combined destruction of
A vice president, representstrain;
life and property tlio disaster is the most dreadful one
ing each church, was appointed, nnd
gran-it
on
hemisphere.
the
A
tremor
on
this
that has occurred
a specially interesting report from the
o floors
The fate which has overtaken San Francisco comes
superintendent
of jail and prison
a
A heave of seas,
work was given. Refreshments were
home to us with peculiar force. Her people are our peowrench of shores,
served by the jiostess.
ple. We have known their homes and streets and public
a
O
A crash of walls,
places as they have known ours. Their social nud InMiss Leah Myrtle Allen entertained 8
moan of Hps,
dustrial nnd political interests are blended Into our own.
a number of her young friends SatA terror on the towers urday
They are members of tho same family, blood relations,
afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock
ships;
And
concern.
nnd
personal
our
to
bound
be
are
affairs
whose
at the home 'of her parents. Mr. and
MAKERS
utfumm Hum 'UL
d
ever
people
they
Blind
streets
have
where Mrs. Edward C. Allen, 420 East Railwhat a
synony-rnougo
by
ghosts
men and
been! The very name San Francisco has been
road avenue, the occasion being that
hospitality and
Whirled smoke mush little lady's ninth birthday. Games
the world over with whole-hearte- d
Fine Clothing and
rooming on the sky; were indulged in and refreshments
prodigal generosity. Tho noble responses of San FranFine Clothing and
served during the course of the afterHoofs, turrets, domes with one acclaim
Furnishings
cisco to every appeal qf distress, however distant, have
Furnishing!
noon.
Turned softly to a bloom of flame
been Inspiration to the whole people of our land, This
O
Gone with their dreams of joy and power
ia a time to remember these things, and to take CaliforMrs. Ed Otero niertained a. party
d
In this dread splendor of an hour!
generosity as our inspiration and
nia's own
of fourteen young ladios Saturday afexample in responding to California's need.
ride, which
ternoon with a tally-hX5XXXXXCOC0XXXX5XX00X0
proved an enjoyable event for the
Jolly crowd, among whom were Misses
'
Wig
Coughlin,
Irene Wilklns, Gertrude
Maxim Gorky, genius, revolutionist, patriot, who came
Anna Thomas, Mabel Hunt, Sadie
in
compatriots
Armijo, Maud Custers,
Ijeavitt,
to this country that he might help his
a
IXJii Hazeliiine. Estelle I'winson,
DIFFICULT PASSAGES RENDERED WITH THE GREATEST EASE
Russia, is now In virtual hiding from the public he came
Hubbell, Harris and Armijo. The
to court. Why? Because when the American ' people
tally-h- o
partv was given In honor of
found that he was living with a woman not his wife they
This can be said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
Here are the remarks (applause and all) made by J. Miss Irene Wilklns, icf St. Louis.
turned their backs upon him. Some things are pardoned
musical instrument in the world
in
house
to genius, but not this in this country. An alliance of Adam Rede, of Minnesota, In his speech in the
Miss Mabel D. Strong entertained a
the Gorky sort might be thought a mere eccentricity of which he essayed humorously to answer the question, number of her friends Saturday at the
genius in Europe, but not here. Tho Anglo Saxon Is not "What Is the matter with the senate?"
homo of her aunt, Mrs. W. W. Strong,
Oh, I hear It said that the senators are had folks. I 810 Park avenue, with a very unique
built that way. In this country, as In England, the home
Is the ark of the covenant. And just as the ancient Jew do not know whether It Is against the rules of this house garden luncheon. The favors were
Self-Playin- g
who put. out his hand to steady the ark in the wlderness to speak well of the senate or not (laughter and ap hand painted fans and miniature
The
was struck with death, so to lay a profane hand upon our plause), but I am going to make that atempt. I began to sprinkling cans, filled wltih candy.
There Is an Inherent love of music In all of us, and most of us have
IVr Miss Strong's
speak well of the senate once before while I was on my affair was given among
sacred ark is to invite the smiling of palsy.
those presand
ofttimes earnestly wished we could not only have the pleasure of
Examples are plenty. Take our brilliant of the first feet, but either my time expired or I was called to order. bridesmaids,
were Mrs. D. A. Macpherson, .Miss
listening to music hut could make It for ourselves.
There are some complains that the senators ot the ent
watr Jack London. Ixmdon deserted the wife of his
Helen It1 ley, Miss Erma Fergusscm.
youth for a younger affinity. He did not commit bigamy, west do not represent enough people, and are therefore Miss Sue Dohson, Miss Lillian Spitz
lie did nil legally. And what did the American people do kicking in character, but I say to you that I would rather and Miss May Hazeldlne.
O
to London? He wanted to lecture and the people wanted leave my political rights In the keeping of a member of
Miss Gvvynne Heydt was agreeably
Self-Playito hear him. Yet in tweaty-fou- r
hours after the an- either house of congress hailing from the Hocky moun
ng
evening at Ihe
Saturday
surprised
nouncement of his marriage everyone of his long string o tains and representing nothing but the sunset than to
Lead
419
parents,
West
her
homo
of
rep
company
and
dates was cancelled, london put his hand on the ark and one standing in the shadow of a trust
makes it possible for this desire to be completely gratified. May we
avenue, by a party of friends, under
profaned It. And there is Dowie. People laughed good resenting the unearned icrement. (Applause.)
not tell you more about It?
the. supervision of Mesdames Willis
Now, what Is the matter with tho United States senhumoredly at the pompous little hypnotist who separated
uid Craig, the occasion being her six
See the Farrand Cecilian
Piano and the genuine
the deluded from their money and lived like a lord. Rut ate, that some do not wish its numbers Increased? I hold teenth birthday. The dining room
HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.' PIANO.
elec
high
was decorated with
when it was shown that Dowie was lusting after other that there are today Iu the senate men of just as
women than the wife who had stood by him through good character and just as great ability as have ever sat in tric lig'.its, lilacs and other flow: rs,
luncheon
and evil report, Dowie saw his finish.
that house. If there is anything wrong, the wrong comes and an exceedingly daintyDuring
the
Of course Gorky's Slav point of view does not permit up from the people.
The wrongs complained of are the was served the guests.
Miss Heydr was the recipi
him to see these things and he U surprised and grieved result of the expensivenesa of politics. If a man gets Into evening
as
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
Exclusive Representatives
of many beautiful presents
206 West Gold Avenue
liecause the hotels turn him and his actress away. He a county office or a city office he is readied every time ent
well s the good wislv.s of all pres
should read our history as Tacitus tolls It. A way back in there. is a subscription paper going around. A man get- ent.
the days when our forbears wore skins In the forests of ting a salary of $1,000 to $3,1100 In a political office Is preGermany each man had but one home and but one wife. sumed to subscribe to every charitable purpose on the
PROGRAM
The purity of the home is bred in our boue. We can for- same basis as a millionaire. The cause of wrong In the COMPLETE
Tl o
give anything save a. violation, of the honor of our women upper places in our government, whether local or naFOR BENEFIT CONCERT 0
0
tional, conies Clear up from the bottom, the graft beginInning with the garden seeds, and going up through our
TO BE HELD AT ELKS' OPERA 0
Ufio
EVENING
TOMORROW
HOUSE
Minnesota ha3 a law prohibiting the publication of stitutions to the top. if we want to make a United States
senator honest, we must appeal to the American people
AT 8:15 O'CLOCK.
the details of any public execution aud a St. Taul Judge to
'
T
assist in making public life less expensive to them.
Kl
o
has sustained the Indictments of a number of lea. ling
PART ONE.
newspapers of the state for having printed rather liar (Laughter.)
1. Waltzes
How can we expect a United States senator to main"Forest Echoes
rowing stories of a recent hanging. The recusant news
A. C. Marsh
o
papers claim the law Is unconstitutional and the matter tain an administration family of ten children on a salary
Philips Orchestra
of $5,000 a year and then subscribe from $10 to $loo to
will go to the supreme court.
2. Vocal Duet "Rack to Our MounAs the constitution guarantees the freedom of the some purpose every time he turns around? (Renewed
Verdi
tains" 11 Trovatore
If
laughter.)
So,
public
in
evils
our
the
life,
be
there
press, the question, of course, in this case as in all others
J. V. Ileane and J. M. Hetheringiem.
begin
top;
evils
do
begin
bottom,
the
not
they
at
at
the
3 Harp Solo
Selected
affecting publications, says the Chattanooga Times, must
0.
Mrs.
turn upon how far the legislature may define and limit nnd It is up to tho American people to remove the cause.
ft:
'
W
Dry
Those
4. Vocal
"O,
'
Solo
A.
t
0XKXXX)COC0X)00XX00000XX0
that freedom. It has already been settled that state laws
Del Ricgo
Tears"
may provide against abuses of the right of publications
Mrs. Flora It. Arters.
especially ia matters affecting individual character, the
With Cello Obligate)
Zioini Citis"
decrees of courts, the official action of judges, etc., but
5. Piano Seilo
no attempt has been made, so far as we know, before
(a) Fantasy, Op. 2S Allogio
ETiirattKacaallly
this, to limit the publication of facts connected with the
Mendelsshon
(b) Novelette. Op. 1M ...Schumann
official execution of law.
A
Prof. T. U Krebs.
Th moral sense of some classes of society may reOOOOCK VXXXXXX0QXiOOC0X)00
0. Soprano Solo
Hi
volt against the exploitation of tho details of executions,
Zion City, April 2.'!. Dowie's scheme ot mixing busiMrs. T. J. Shinick.
but who should say that such publications are not justi- ness with religion will be very helpful to Yollva, if the 7. Male Quartet
"The Song That
fied by the very operation of the law itself? It is pre- latter manages to retain control. Thousands have inArr. Roane
Reached My Heart."
sumed that law is Just and right and it would be a gross vested in Zion industries. Hundreds havo every dollar Messrs. Reano, Hethcringtem, Raker
5
say
solecism to
that the details of its enforcement and they possess planted In this town. There aro believers
and Mayuard.
execution may not be fully published. The law should be who sold property to the value of $30,000 to $100,000 ami 8. Cello Solo
ad-vertisin- g.
ct
. R. Tribel
incapable of anything of which the public may not no placed every cent in Ihe Dowie enterprises. These peoia Romance
(b) Gavotte, Op. 112. .
S. Lee
duly apprised.
o
1
ple, it is said, likely to think well of the religion, while
law
J. A. RIondin
their money is tied up in It. Some are standing pat even
PART TWO.
on a potato diet.
9. Reading
.Selected
Ufj2
The enterprises here luf.e lagged for two or three
Prof. J. H. Crum.
The president's appeal to congress to pass a law
.
X
X
'S X- -X
which will avert tucti miscarriages of justice as that by years because of the apostle's dullness in matters of dol 10. Vocal Sole) "My lady's Rower"
Temple
lars
He
cents.
forged
seeming
and
belief
a
ahead
with
which the beef packers recently escaped punishment
Wiishburn.
brings a decidedly important issue again before the peo- that he could dispose of creditors' claims as he cured 11. PianoMrs. E. L.Allegro
0
3080 pairs men's fine shoes
and AnDuet
ple. In speaking of Judge Humphrey of the I'nited States disease by the laying on of hands.
Symphony
Fifth
dante
From
When the faithful subscribed ;i,000,ll()0 for the lace
district court for the southern district of Illinois the
Reethov en
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
factory he used $11,300,000 of the amount for other pur Mrs. Rosa Futrelle Gideon nnd Miss
president uses strong language.
poses.
factory
The
management
constantly
been
has
Nellie Pratt.
Rut ho only gives voice to what the country feels.
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
The judge, by a ruling on a technical point, freed the hampered by lack of working capital. Despite the handi- 12. Ladles Quartet "Annie Laurie"
Dudley Ruck
accused packers. The president says that cuimress, in cap, It gives employment to several hundred persons, nud
shoes.
passing the resolution under which tho proceedings there are said to he orders ahead sufficient to keep it run- Mesdames Harrison, McIKmahl, Miller
and Washburn.
.1
muiti
against tho packers were Instituted, "cnuld not possibly ning until June.
The lace and the candy factories are "the groat hope 13. Whistling Solo "A Merry Dance"
havo forseen the decision of Judge Humphrey." That deX- -X
Leonard J. Miller.
cision, he declares, made congress's will "almoin! ly abor- of Zion. Yoliva's chief plan is to borrow money enough II. "I'.ridal Chorus" lreuii "The I!o.-to establish them on a solid basis. He says he can get
tive."
Maiden."
s
r.
He says ho can "hardly believe the decision of .Ink-.- ' SI.immi. ii(io fe,. iiu. purpose. The Zionists figure that with
S. Houghton, Director.
management the industries would support a town of Ki. Vue.il Solo "Answer". A. G. Robyn
''"I
Humphrey will he followed by other judges." Such
J. M. Nothertngtein.
Interpretation, he declares, "comes measurably near mak- '.'i.i 'co people. The present population is half that number.
Roerlin
Poll"
Howie bossed everything,
it is Yoliva's plan, If ho HI. M;ii, h
ing Ihe law a farce," an;V he asks congress to p.i-a (b
Phillpps Ore host ra
win.;, to have Zien managed by four boards of twelve men
olaratory act filing its real intention. Globe
Mi-- Nellie Pratt and Mr. Ed.
each. There would be a board each for tho ecclesiastical,
I, Accompanists.
political, business and industrial departments. It is prob- - Gruiisf.
No
No r. served
Seats.
in ores.
i.b.e. though, that he would arrange to retain control, Doers open at 7:110; program be.-inFrom the Hio Grande to the Arctic circle extends
thoiuii without personally deciding every detail.
s
13.
at
speaking world of America. From the Kio
The tranquility of creditors during the struggle for
Grande to Capo Horn extends the Spanish speaking world control
to give assurance of the soundness of Z'.on's DR. AXl) MRS. Mc
of America. Thinkers ttre saying that a great ljoccsoii' assets. About $.m,im js due persons outside the memCRORY CF SAN MAKCIAL
exists for a perfect an.lt y between these peoples.
bership, but there has been no disposition to force payAmerican Saxon and American Spaniard are mu- ment. Probably these claims are
tafo enough. If by any
tually interested in the grand new expanse of Pacific possibility there should be a
LAST
SURPRISED
the loss would fall ACREFAELY
crash
home
protection. English language U spoken upon members who have invested millions in Zion City
trade and of
EY
MEMTHURSDAY EVENING
0
by more than llUVJOh.OOu of people. Next to English is real estate and industries.
BER3 CF ALTAR SOCIETY.
tho Spanish language expanding. In this respect neither
The land represents a stupendous value and contl-- d
Shi iV
-the German, French nor Italian compares.
.ice Is gener,. that it will mote than cover the claims if
April 1
0
Martial. N.
In this new century the Pacific is to bo the theater properly handled. The big problem
Is to ufford a living Thi.;,- - ..y evening !r. and S'.v: .M. U.
of marvelous activities. Soutli America, Central Amer- for the residents of Zion. Ia order to do this Yollva, In '.Met
v were agreeably mivihi at
ica, the Antilles, Mexico, tho Philippines, vi;i all ac- a'Hition to Imildlng up the indu.-iri- e
proposes to farm Ibei
0
enie by Ihe memaers of the
tively participate. They are ail chiefly populated by about '.oi'i) acres of the land.
fat! e church Altar soeietj.
and
Spanish speaking peoples. Acquirement of the I'astili.ni
MrThe future of .Mrs. Luwie and her son, (Jladstoii".
MK'rory are leaving
to
tongue would be a great advantage in the sea of Pacific ui:si it
ir.. r.
tie-.It is assumed that Mr. Dowie will bo pro
home lu f al't'iiiiii.i ;,ud the 0
0
y
opportunity.
Cultured Spaniards consider a knowledge wne, i 1, ir, probably by heing paid a salary us overs'eorer II. e:,
of the church tool; this
A.
of English an essential to their education. The- miimling of the woman's department. Some of the Zionites figure por;
to show their ap;ii. ciaiimi
t
of
.Mrs.
istanee reiuK-iof Saxon and Norman was a' great event. The mlngl.ng th'if (llad.-tonwill be Liven n nosition In the law dollar!
.Met
NOTICE.
in all their church w..r, and
of Saxon and Spaniard might be still a grater one iu ;hj., iie iit; others that he will be eliminated. Hitherto ho has a!.-- ,
Wholesale tiouor and
Dealers
present to her a beaut ilul cut
I am prepared to take parties of any
&
new era of ' Pacific progress."
been th.. pampered child of fortune. Nominally he
Refreshments w. re s. rved number to any poin. in the mountains,
Agents
Exclusive
C.
O.
Moet
for
Whiskies,
A
Yellowstone
and
F.
attached to the law department with an income ofi;"
a lato hour the crowd departed during
the coining season, in my wag-- (
Chaiiilon Wlilte Seal Champagne, Bt. Louis A. Q. C- - Bohemla and
W. II. Crocker lost several millions In the dc.v ruction
::,MM' a
"'
u
light ful onette, the Minuehana, ' at reasnua-- i
Actually l;o has been attached mostly
after spending a
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Betrs. and owners, and distributors
of San Francisco. Scarce ly hail the walls eea.se I tumb- the K!f links. He attended Harvard and Chicago uni-- 1 V
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a lawyer's diploma.1',.
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In Stricken

City Who

Which He Offers Second District Court Wrestles With Munsey Afor a Public Debate With
ssault Case.
Jesus M. Sandoval.

LATIEK

TO BE HEARD FROM

Telegrams from sufferers of the Fan
Francisco earthquake, or people who;
were in the city nf th time of the (lis- aster, who have relatives In Albuqner- iue. continue to come In. In addition
to the messages received by Albu-- j
qncnpicanfl who have relatives In the
ftrirken district, which have
published in previous issues of The
Evening Citizen, A. Fleischer has re-- j
ceived word from hlR sister
Mrs. .1. F. Fleischer, who has managed
to make her way to Alameda, that she
la safe, although losing everything in
the flames.
Mrs. O. X. Marron has been advised
that her father, Ralph Harroran and
family, are safe.
Relatives hero and nt rternnlillo
have received word frofn Joseph liiho,
who lives In Frisco to the effect that
they are nil safe.
W. S. Held, of Isleta. has received
word from his mother, who was In San
Francisco at the time of the earthquake. Mrs. Field lived on Powell
street and lost all her property. She
is now with her son in Oakland.
Mrs. James H. Wroth, who, with her
son, was at Perkeley when the shock
came last Wednesday morning, has
written friends In the city describing
the shock and Incidents occuring in
conjunction with it. The letter was
written Immediately after the shocks
were felt and gives a vivid description of the disturbances at Berkeley.
She reports herself and son, James,
as being safe and sound.
Alderman Thomas Isherwood is congratulating himself upon the fact that
he has heard that his wife, whom he
thought in San Francisco at the time
of the earthquake, is in Bakersfield,
where Bhe went the day before the
shock. BakerEfield was not touched by
the quake.
Among the former Albuquerqueans
who were in San Francisco and who
have not been heard from by friends
or relatives are Miss Phoebe Edwards
and Mrs. Steels and their mother, who
have been residing in San Francisco
since leaving here some months ago.
It is not known whether they escaped
with their lives or not.
W. S. Strickler has heard from his
sister, Mrs. C. A. Marriner, who resides with her husband and children In
stricken San Francisco. The message
conveyed the joyful tidings that she
and family had escaped injury from
earthquake and fire, and all well.
Ben Meyer Ins received a telegram
from his relatives at. Snn Francisco,
stating that "all are well," and no one
was hurt.
Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Pearce, who have
been unable to reach their daughter,
Kehecca, who is attending a ladies'
seminary at San Jose, by wire, or to
receive a message from her, were
overjoyed today to receive a letter,
via Los Angeles, from their daughter,
Rtating that, she was all right.
Miss
Rebecca stated that the main building
of the college rocked like a ship at
sea nnd that great blocks of plaster
fell, but that all escaped injuries. A
great many buildings, stated Miss
Pearce, throughout the city were completely wrecked. The letter was dated
Thursday, April 19, the day after the
earthquake.
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ESCAPE

IN FAVOR OF TEMPERANCE

I).

SOCIETY

j

Uov. (). R. Miller, of Washington.
'.. field secretary and legislative

superintendent of the National
society, delivered four addresses In ns many churches In Albuquerque yesterday nncnt. the work
being done in Washington in securing
legislation on temperance matters for
ti.e benefit of the society.
Last evening at the Baptist church
he delivered iiis address, "Good Tidings From Washington." to a large
ludienee, that listened with much in-- ;
crest, as ho described in detail the
wcrk being aec. mpllshed among Hie
societies having
several temperance
headquarters In Washington, and the
plan for securing needed legislation
In favor of the temperance movement
in the future.
llev. Miller also told of the organization of the society, what Its
objects were, what It had accomplished In the past, and what It hoped to
accomplish In the future. Ho also
sp.-kof the legislation that had already been secured favoring the temperance movement, and then discussed bills that wore now before congress for passage, and which the National Temperance society is
mentioning among them the
following:
1.
A national inquiry commission
bill to Investigate
the effects of
liquor on the moral. Industrial and
political affairs of the nation.
2. A bill to stop the issuing by the
government of federal liquor tax receipts in no license, or prohibition
territory.
3.
internal revA bill requiring
enue collectors to furnish certified
copies of federal liquor ta,x receipts
to any one requesting It
A--' bill
4.
to prohibit the sale of
llqucr In the District of Columbia.
5. The McCumber bill, to suppress
l!quor selling in old soldiers' homos
and in all buildings owned by the
United Stares government.
C.
Interstate
The Hepburn-Dollvliquor bill, to protect
towns
against, outside rum sellers.
7. A bill to suppress liquor selling
In all the "Indian country" of Alaska.
8.
Prohibition as a condition of
statehood for the Indian Territory.
of
!t.
A bill restricting the sale
patent medicines containing a large
per cent of alcohol.
10. The submission by congress to
the various states of an amendment to
forUnited States constitution,
ever pi' hiUting the manufacture,
sale or importation of all intoxicating
liquors.
A national interstate cigarette
11.
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Colonel John Ilorradi'.ile, potentate
of the Ballut. Abyad temple. Mystic
Shriners, is in receipt of two tele
grams, relative to the proposed post
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Rev. 0. R. Miller Speaks of Albuquerque Will Send $3500
Work Accomplished at
to San Francisco

The county commissioners on SatHon. Slavio Vigil, who was deposed,
sometime ago as superintendent of the urday afternoon ordered warrants
and who received quite! drawn for all the approved vouchers
county
a word threshing last, week through of the third quarter of l!m.j, and nil of
the new Spanish weekly paper, has hls the approved vouchers of the fourth
war paint on, and intends to start in quarter, of the same year, excepting
those calling for bills against the genthe annihilation business at once.
In the last issue of the La Bandera eral fund. After paying the third quarter bills only ciinicient money reAmericano, the talented
school superintendent Issues a chal-- ' mained in the general fund to pay 25
lenge to Hon. Jesus M. Sandoval, the per cent of approved bills against it
heavy editorial writer of the new and warrants were drawn for these
Spanish paper, for a public debute on bills to that extent.
the current events of the day, or upon The payment of these bills relieves
science, earthquakes, fires. Hoods or the county of liabilities brought on by
anything else, or even upon the ques- some $15,000 in fuuds having been
tion, "Whether or not Columbus is tied up since last August by
j
F. A. Hubliell, who was at that
Still Alive?"
Mr. Vigil goes still further In his' time removed from office. Tho turndeti, and lanters Mr. Sandoval wlih a' ing over of this money to the county
$,".iMbill, stating that he (Vigil) can de- -' by Mr. Hublwll recently made
the
f eat the distinguished Sandoval counapnicnt of these bills possible. Though
ty politician anj editor at either writ- the general fund Is now dry, more
ing or speaking the English or Spanish! money will be had it in sxn, to be
language, and will leave the decision applied to the fourth quarter 1905
of supremacy to disinterested and im- - bills, and when this Is forthcoming,
partial judges who are to be selected' it will be Immediately applied to
because of their fitness as educators outstanding bills.
and grammarians.
Baca Make Escape Good.
"I am anxious for this debate to
come off," said a well known politician
The deputy sheriffs sent out yesand friend of Vigil's this morning. terday morning to recapture
Jose
return"because it will be Greek against Baca, the escaped horse-thie- f,
.
de-1 ed last night
Greek, and the instruction to be
Baca unrived from the debate will remain in doubtedly had assistance awaiting him
memory for a life time. I am putting outside the jail, and has doubtless
up my money that Vigil can double made good his escape.
discount Sandoval on the rostrum beDistrict Court.
The jury case of the territory ver
fore a crowd, and will come out of the
skirmish in flying colors with a sus Pedron Cell!, who was indicted for
wreath of flowers nround his head. I assaulting with a spade, one John
tell you, right here, you newspaper Munsey, a farmer living north of the
men are mistaken in Vigil, and he city, in which the jury was empaneled
will prove his claim that he is up in on Saturday, took up the entire time
all kinds of studies, such as geometry, of tho court today. The case was
astronomy, orthoepy, psychology, trig- given to the Jury at 3 o'clock. Hea-coc- k
onometry, bacteriology,
archaelogy,
and Lnnghary .represented the
meterology,
seismic
disturbances defendant.
and many others. I hope Mr. Sandoval will accept the challenge, and let MAY POSTPONE
it be decided, publicly,' which one is
the smartest of the two gentlemen."
IMPERIAL COUNCIL
It is learned today, but cannot be
Vigil
confirmed, that Mr.
was noticed
in a vacant room at Barelas this af- OF MYSTIC SCHRINERS, SCHED- ternoon practicing oratory and gestULED FOR THE FIRST WEEK IN
ures before a large mirror, in expectaMAY, AT
LOS
ANGELES NO
tion that Mr. Sandoval will accept his
DEFINITE INFORMATION YET.
challenge.
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i

LEGISLATION

I!avcl!as $500

Friends or Relatives in
Albuquerque.
SLVtRAL STILL

MORE I905 BILLS

EDITOR SANDOVAL

FROM LOVED ONES

CITIZEN.

TEMPERANCE

COMMISSIONERS PAY

VIGIL CHALLENGES

MESSAGES COMING

EVENING

n,

"Tis more blessed to give than to
receive."
This trite, but true saying
being
observed by every man, woman, boy
and girl In Albuquerque, all united
and bent, on making one big gift, from
the city of Albuquerque to the city of
S.in Francisco and its sufferers.
A committee,
conimised of Mavor
Frank McKee, llev. J. C. Rollins, M.
E. Hiekey, O. N. Man ; n. M. Mandell,
O. A. Matson and others, were out
Saturday soliciting funds for Albu
querque s big gift, and in a short
time succeeded in raising In theneigh-borlKxx- l
of $00. This will bo put
with the proceeds of the benefit concert to be given tomorrow night, and
all told, will make a sum that is expected will be in the neighborhood
'..f $3,000 or $3,500, as the above committee will continue to solicit funds
independent of tha lenefit concert
movement.
The program for the benefit concert to bo given In Elks' theater tomorrow, (Tuesday) evening, has been
completed, and contains some of the
best musical talent obtainable in Albuquerque. Phillips' orchestra, Prof.
T. L. Krebs, Joseph A. Bl.Midin, Prof.
I1 Mnuro, Mrs. Futrelle-Gideoand
other musicians have donnted their
services, and such vocalists as the
Messrs. J. Wesley Beane and J. M,
Hetherlngton, and Mesdames, Was'.i-IrtirMiller, McDonald and Harrison
and others will be heard.
Almost every town and city In New
Mexico Is responding to the general
relief movement going on all ovur the
country. Im Vegas papers state
that $2,500 has been raised In that
city, Roswell has sent a large donation, and J. H. O'Rielly telegraphs
from Flagstaff, Ariz., that the citizens of that, city have raised $2,000
for the relief fund.
Tho committee out soliciting subscriptions for the Snn Francisco
earthquake and fire sufferers, state
that the entire list of subscribers will
be published tomorrow afternoon.
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rubber tired and patent back adjusting device.
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BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
Are the pride of the home and tho charm of tho 'city. Wo have tho kind
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.
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Delivered to any part of city.
I

IB GOLD

J. W. MASTERS

Cb7PhJiuTB8
HOME SUPPIAT COMPANY

AVENUE

WOULDN'T

IT TICKLE YOUT

to get practically doublo valuo for
your money in cigar tuylngT Yes, ol
course. That's just about the oppoi
tunlty we offer when wo present to
the public tho White Lily Cigar for S
cents the one, $2.00 for a box of fifty.
Reason is that wo make and sell to
many that wo can afford to trado on
a small margin of profit for the Individual cigar.
,
(

quiet-villag-

poning or the meeting of the imperial
FORTY CALIFORNIA NEWSPAPER council that is scheduled to bo held
MEN WERE RETURNING HOME in Los Angeles in May. One of the
TO FACE RUIN.
messages s'ated that the imperial
council will be )Kstponed, and reThe special train bearing the Cali- questing Potentate Borradaile to no- law.
fornia Press association arrived here. tify all representatives,
while the
Saturday evening at 7 o'clock, with other mtssago states that the meet
its passengers tirtd and worn out ing will come off on schedule time. "THE MYSTERY OF GOD'S
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE
with travel and anxiety for loved Colonel Borradile hns now wired to
PROVIDENTIAL DEALINGS'
Carries the United States mall;
ones end property which many of the high officer of the Shriners, askonly line with a change of stock ee
them had in San Francisco and other ing confirmation of the report of postTHIS WAS REV. HARRISON'S SUB-- I route: good rigs, horses and driver,
coast cities.
ponement, or some definite news relrig leaves Albuquerque every Mondaj
JECT YESTERDAY MORNING.
The party left, California on Apr!) ative 'to It, but as t lias not received
Wednesday and Friday at B a. m. Po
10, happy and prosperous, for a pleas- an answer.
The subject of the Rev. A. G. llarrl- - particulars, address W. L. Trimble
ure trip to the City of Mexico. They
There is a movement on among the sou's sermon yesterday morning was Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
were in the City of Mexico, and had Shriners to postpone the meeting nnd "The Mystery of God's Providential B.
BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M
just, had an audience with President to donate funds on hand
that pur- Dealings." In closing, in connection
Diaz of the Mexican republic, on Wed- pose to tho San Francisco sufferers, with an announcement of the benefit!
A
want ad will get the businesday morning at 11 o'clock, when but whether this will be done or not, concert to be given tomorrow, he said: ness. Trv one.
they received the first news of the is not yet d' finitely decided upon.
"And along with our offering of
disaster. Many of the women in the Colonel Borradaile gives It. as his opin- prayers, the Lord calls on us for tin
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
party,
s.
in
anxiety,
their
went into
BROTHER-IN-LAion that the imperial council will not offering of alms; free alms, loving
The start for home was made bo held.
alms, liberal alms. The need Is great, L EVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
KILLED IN FRISCO at once, and in many places the speTho local Shriners have made great far beyond any supplies that have yet
FKR STABLES
cial broke the record for speed. The preparations
for attending the Im- been gathered. For here are thousgave them the perial I'runcil. A special train . as ands of various ranks and conditions Horses and Mules bought and ex.
liberally
raiirouds
DR. TAGGART WAS ATTENDING right of way. The special
came up been arranged for over the Santa Fe, in life who have lost their all. We
changes.
SICK
AT HEARST HOSPITAL, from El Paso In
than eight hours, and Traveling Passenger and Freight cannot restore the dead; but we may
WHEN KILLED BY A BULLET IN beating the time less
of the regulartrains Agent Cook is today trying to find out do something, by His mercy, toward BEST TURNOUTS IS THE CITY
THE HEART.
by two 'hours. The. stamp of anxiety lor a certainty whether or not the building up the broken hearts, by
Second street, between Railroad and
The Associated Press today brought was displayed on every face, as the meeting has been postponed, but. up warding off from them the additional
Copper avenues.
the sad news to A. It nlcrs, the un- passcne is eagerly sought the latest to presstinie no definite Information and very sore evil of want and destitution. O, let us not be found wunt-lndertaker, that Dr. Charles F. Taggart. news from the stricken city. Features had been received upon ihe matter.
nights
either in our loving alms or In our
of Los Angeles, a brother-in-laof were drawn from sleepless
trip had
penitential prayers. Think what you
Mr. Borders, was killed yesterday in and wcrry. Tho pleasure
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
been transformed into one of pain
would wish, dear brethren, for your0. W. Strong's Sons
San Francisco.
There wire editors on
and those nearest and dearest
Dr. Taggart had gone to the strick-r- and sorrow.
Dr. D. O. Norton left last night for selves
to you, were you among those suffercity immediately after the city board the train from Psnta Rosa and a brief business visit to El Paso.
STRONG BLOCK.
ers. Ask your own heart in earnest
first began burning, and h?.l charge San Jose, and other towns that wore
In
caso
reported
taxliterally
destroyed
by
counsel,
for
follow
this
Its
The
committee
and
central
of
the
the
corps
a
of
of nurses caring for the
sick and maimel, at the Hearst hos- catastrophe, who had left homo inde- payers' league will meet at the office it will surely be the counsel of the
pital in tho Croker Grammar School pendent, and weijo new returning to of the Opinion Publicaon Wednesday, Lord Jesus Christ."
building, near the corner of Page and face ruin. But they bore up bravely. April 25, at 8 p. m. Business of Importance. B. Ruppe, secretary,
MORTUARY
Baker streets. He was stooping cvei "Wv'll start again," they said.
The train stopped at the local staA copy of La Opinion Publica, a
a patient, when ho was killed inSuperintendents
stantly by an automatic gun falling tion only long enough to change en- new Spanish weekly
Falrvlew
newspajKr.
and
Mrs. Mary A. Lippitt.
out of his pocket and exploding. The gines. Then it was on its way again. reached the office of The Evening CitiMary A. Lippitt, wife of Ed- 5 Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Mrs.
were
newspaper
There
forty
men,
zen this morning, this being the secdischarged bullet passed through the
Lippitt, dud at tho St.
with wives and daughters In the ond Issue of tho new publication. It ward C.hospital
MONUMENTS
heart.
yesterday afternoon at
prtv,
they
papers
represented
in
and
Is
published by a company, of which 5:30 o'clock after a six weeks' illness,
Dr. Taggart was one of Los Anevery
N.
nearly
city
Second
in
California.
St.. Both Phonea.
Hon. Jesus Ilomero, th? present pro- during which time fclu; bad undergone
geles' most prominent physicians and
was known throughout the state as a
Dr. an opt imum ior appcuunaus.
bate court judge, is president,
uecuv-erin- g
F. B. II mof), secretary.
club man. His practice was one of PROVISIONS AND
Pa ricio
somewhat Klie was removed to
Gonzales, manager, and Hon. Jeus the home of her daughter, Mrs. Coral
the largest in th city of Los Angeles.
His visit, to Albuquerque a year ago
OTHER SUPPLIES M. Sajidoval, vice president and prin- F. Roberts on West Tijeras avenue,
last, territorial fair, when he was a
cipal editor. Mr. Gonzales, tlie man- but becoming worse was again taken
guest, of Mr. and Mrs. Borders, will COING THROUGH ALBUQUERQUE ager, recently can: to thia city from to the hospital. Decea o d was born In
be renumbered by many of thi3 city.
1S10, and
(Jreennburp, Pa., May
ON EVERY TRAIN. BOUND FOR Las Vegas.
Wt 11 bound are a valuaBesides being a large holder of Los
to New Mexico many years ago
THE STRICKEN CITY AND ITS
James Dun, chief engineer for the
ble addition to any liAngeles real estate, he was a director
Kbe
vlmm
husband,
with
lier
married
through
city
SUFFERING HUMANITY.
Santa Ft passed
the
brary.
or tno I.;s Angi les Evening Express.
be
ago.
some
Is
years
forty
2,
n
survived
No.
yesterday morning 'n train
Every train passing through Albu- route east from n trip
over the Santa by her hu.sl.and and four children. Mrs.
We can bind them In
querque
west,
was
en
yesterday
route
Fe coast lines. Mr. Dunn slated that Roberts of tills city; Miss Lydia LipPASTORS SPEAK
any s'jle de&lrcd.
ladened with provisions nnd supplies 4 he damage suffered by the Santa F pitt of Los Angeles; Mrs. lien ha Fen- lb.- destitute in Han Franc-isco- .
read from the earthquake, wad not ton of Fresno, CaL, nnd Kdward C.
0F DISASTER tor
'iir s w ill suit your
A!l provision trains had the right of nearly so great as was at first
She also
re- Lippitt of Trinidad. (''!.
in i.et-- (Kik, too.
way
many
over
trains,
in
nnd
kthcr
a
r
has
i
sisters
brother
living
and
IN THEIR
ported. The China basin construction
SUNDAY
SERMONS
the passenger trains were suffered less than the terminal build- i:i Pennsylvania.
v. a ed was
a
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF BENEFIT instances
to
made
of
food
on
the
wait
s;i. .li.i.n's Episcopal
trains
,,f
tj;0
member
ings at Point KiclHiiond, and none of
CONCERT MADE IN EACH PULstuffs and supplies being rushed to those ur.;- so had but what they can church and had a la
list of friends
PIT.
the ruined city.
Z
in this city who .io;:i tl
HOOK II1XDKKS
be repaired at a small expense.
In evi rv louse of v. or-r- .i
Three solid express ars- of food
relatives in mouriiin:-loss.
in this
city yesterday, reference in the ser- went t h ru h from Sr. Louis y'ster-diyla.--TOO LATE TO CLMSIFV
an
night No. 7 carried a
mons of tin- - different
past' r.s was
made to the gnat disaster that ban ear loaded with some 4ml ciisi s ol
Gentlemen's second-hanov naken San Franci.co, in
many eggs from Hutchinson, Kan., and the WANTED
clolliilig. No. iU Sou!'i First street,
instances the sermons In im,-- en'inly Salvation Army farm at Amity, Colo.
along fi.se lines, and the lessons to Each train also carried a large supply
south f vi.idaet. Send address and
-- TOwill call. It. J. Swtcney, proprietor,
of blankets and government stores,
be gaine from it.
led for t?ciicral Funston.
Announcement were made in each
FOR
Desirable furnished
To''ay each train goin-- west carchurc h of til grand benetit c .r,c i rt
room lur housekeeping.
Sou' li
that is to l.e fivtii tomorrow night at ried more or ss supplies intended
Second street, (inn biocl. scutli of
San
for
hcni-fiFrancisco,
soon
solid
and
the Elks' theater for the
of the
VOStolbce.
trains of provisions and supplies will' FOUND Hunch of keys. Will be re--!
sufferers. ar.d in ninny instances
going
through
given
will
bo
and
appeals wei- ma.le to the
tuni.il to owner., fail at this office
er every other train on
us tor a donation for Hi ben- t rt i
th- iiinii;'y the Kejs and pay for will
firm,
and
cure of one
.
the
Manager
road.
General
in lhe (iolden
Hurbv
efit of the. h. ';.
Iiutii e.
this
i
lias
v.hom
of
of
that
the Santa Fowill
announced
Gate city.
SALE-O- ne
a half lots on
That the concert tomorrow night handle nil teiii f trains free of charge FOR line, near in.and
experience.
on Koutth Mreet,
car
will be a siic ess flnau. .ally, i.: ma le and will ,(, n jn their power to get
N.
Easy
a
Peach
bareain.
terms.
at
them
ever
the
road in
apparent by the m.u.y rcqu t.s for
iV Co.,
t ir.ie.
Zl West Cold avenue.
tickets tlia' have te ep made totho.-- r
rifice, the ele
Solid
trains cf fix-- fluffs, clothing.' FOR SALE At a
bavin. !'! mutter in charge, and it ar.,1
nee, at
r sn
gant I jrl'v A. Day r
v are l. ing made up
is the.r i.b'u to s. II every se.it In the
at t. I.ouis an,! Kansas City, which
IhIJ West Ra.lioi.il avenue. Uuiit
tinns ovr. if
tlualer
loca
than a y ar avo. F:n
in order to raise as large a fund will pass through Albuquerque in a
ti n in the city. A. Fbdscber, 21L".i
JLcluerniie Foundry and Machine Works t
as possible for the benefit, of ihe few ti'iys over the Santa Fe. en route
South sort, nd
starving and hungry in Kan. Fnm-t-it.e- to San Francisco, an, ji is ,fm jteri-t)t.
HALL. Pronrlolor
n of the Santa Fe people to ytar'. FOR SALE How and where to get a 0
Don and Prass ' a':DBs; Ore, Coal and !.: ji.-C'-- :
SbaftUin
out an engine and caboose from Kan(
good home, the best bargain in t!
f
sas
wagon,
new
City
tho
and pick up car loads of
L. C. Waidwell'd
city; five room lions.- - on lot r.oxL'i 0
.
Building..
.
provisions
yesterjilie.K
JtiA. ,
and sui
"Minnehaha." was christened
from each
feet; all up to date improvements,
Repair on Mining mna Mm Machinery m Spaelalty
day by carrying a load - i brick ma- town or city that h:w donated, ns
lawn and trees. Near in, on the
Foundry
W. M.
of
canyon
railroad
tide
AlbaQierqee,
q
east
t
B
&
as
ar
car load, thus making up
sons and linemen out.
inuet
track.
Easy terms. N. Peach
HiL'hlands.
J another
relief train.
on a picnic excursion.
ii. Co.. IM.' West Gold avenue.

PRICES ARE
LOWEST.

OUR

n,

The Lid's Off.
Our saloon is in full blast, and Judging from th work turned out, this is
to be a strenuous year for our unusually
On Saturday, two
men driving a cow sprawled through
tho gutters and across the streets so
full of booze that they were scarcely
able ti get out of tho corporation.
One arrest, was made and more should
have been made.
Mlddlefleld can
now reap the whirlwind; tho sowing
W3s done at our election March 31.
Mlddlefleld correspondence
Chagrin
Falls, (O.- - Exponent.

with
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A.

J. RICHARDS

113a WEST

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

i20

BARNETT, Pfop'r.

RAILROAD

AVENU&

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies.Etc.

J
?

SAMPLE A NO

West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

f-

-

n

hys-Hric-

4

THE FIRST LESSON

J F

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that

Is the selection
of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about thia If
Empress flour is chosen. It la o
good and makes such weet, whlto
and nutritious bread as to bo unsurpassed by any milled. Tho beat
bread makers use It for that Tory
reason.

g

Wholesale Agent.
114 West Copper Avo,

n

UNDERTAKERS

201-21-
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I
ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB
OLD

MAGAZINES

-

I

j

I U.S. Litligow&Co.

grlef-strice-

-

ie--

You ? Prescriptions, If Entrusted

in-!-

j

r

RI-.N-

The Williams Drug Co.

j

receive
both

!".---

I

personal

are druggists

years'

of the
many

No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

record-breakin-

j

sm-bl-

-t

i

'1

& CO..

BORRADAILE

117 Gold Avenue
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I IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE I
STORMING?

C'.'ESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Tho Telepoono order
extra supplies.

Shop by Telephone.

n

I

I

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

TOO TIRED TO GO?

HUSBAND

DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

,

'

e.

AUSTRIAN

-

j

CATHEDRAL

Use the Telephone.
YOU NEED

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

00000C0000 0K00O000OOB
Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The ubovo machines must, bo
sold at tnce, to make room for my
te w KtocU
of Underwood typewriters. Wo guarantee tins.' machines to be Just as represented,
and they can be bought at real

Grand Central Hotel

Call-graph-

l.a isains.

401

C. S. RAMSAY,

West Railroad Avenue.

Large

Iry Rooms.

Prce Very

MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,

Proprietor,

PAGE

ALBUQUERQUE

3IX.

CITY OF SAN JOSE, CAL., WHICH

EVEXIXO

CITIZEN.

first, nien'ioned place tho military
barracks,
ccuiueil by a dHachment
of Ottrkas, were laid In ruins, and
It was
roost of the occupnnta killed.
estimated that nearly 15,000 people

OLYMPIC

'

SUFFERED NEXT TO FRISCO

the entire district
the earthquake.
On the' in. lining of September S.
1905, srors of towns and villages In
Cslabria, Italy, were damaged or destroyed by a severe earthquake. Four
thousand and six hundred buildings
were wrecked, including four castles
and ninety churches. Four thousand
people were killed anil (n.000 made
homeless Am ng th.. larger places
where !'fs of life occurred were Pizzo, Motitt'coie, Piscoplo and San

lost their
affected

MONDAY, APRIL 23,

llv s in

facilities of a bank
NOW ON The
account are such that it

GAMES

can be adjusted to every tort of

IN GRAND NEW STADIUM

business.

The wh ile of tile Oalabrlan penin
sula was 'ffcc'ted. and simultaneously Special to The Evening Citizen.
letes to Athens, 10 measure their
with the earthqunkp the volcanoes of
strength and nlmbleness against that
April
21. Thousands
Athens,
of
stv wed
Stromholi
Vesuvius and
visitors from all part8 of the globe of thousands of other athletes from
marked activity.
all parts of Greece. Great was the
have Invaded this city, the ancient fame of the victors In the Olympic
sent of Hellenic culture and prowess,' games. In those days, and some of the
VIVID DESCRIPTION
and all of them are looking forward names ff the most famous and vicOF EARTHQUAKE with
rerness to the openelng of the torious athletes have been immortalgreat Olympic games, which will take ized by the records of Greek history.
place today at the Panathenlan
About ten years agr the plan wa
SISTER OF MRS. A. G. HARRISON, Stadium,
reconstruct eil in white pen-- ' suggested to revive the Olympic
AT KENWOOD. WRITES INTER- delic marble, and with strict adher- games on the same site where, two
ESTING
LETTER CONCERNING ence to the clasic style on the site thousand years ago, the great athletic contests were held. The idea
of the Stadium of Herodns Atticus.
EFFECTS OF QUAKE.
Everything is in readiness for the met with general acclamation and the
Mrs. A. U. Harrison, wife of the great athletic contest, which begins first meet, which was held in Athens
pastor of St. John's Episcopal church today and will extend over a In 1896, was a tremendous success.In this city. Is In receipt of a letter period of eleven days, ending on May There were more than 400,000 specfrom her sister, who resides In Kenwood, Cal., twelve milts south of
Santa Rosa, which suffered so severely fr tn the earthquake shock.
The letter was dated April 19, and
gives a very vivid description of the
effetts of the orthquake In that. city.
In part the letter says:
yesterday
"We were awakened
morning a little after G o'clock with
such a roaring noise, and then for a
minute or two we had the most terrifying fxperienee we ever went
through. The house just seemed to
jump up and down .and the noise was
awful. The screams of the children,
the crashing of glass and dishes, the
creaking and groaning of the timbers,
and t lie rearing, rushing noise, with
the rocking cf 'the house, was something that will live in my memory
fi revei
When we got down stairs,
w:
found everything helter-skelte- r,
with broken glass and dishes, the
all cracked rend broken, and
al! ol us looking white and shaken,
4
'
inn sd thankful to be alive and unhurt. Truck God we were iii Kenwood, land not la Santa Rosa), and
in a frame h use.
There is hardly a
limine tbnt the c'.imnpys are not all
n
down.
here Is an Immense hotel
here where the postofllce, store and
Lutcher shop are. It Is almost a
wreck. The windows and window
spshes are simply smashed to pieces,
and the plastering all down. In the
store the shelves of goods were all
on the floor, but no &ne was hurt. You
can Imagine what the jarring must
have been, when heavy pieces of furGAMES WILL BE HELD THIS
niture, like pianos and large book STADIUM, WHERE MODERN OLYMPIC
'
YEAR.
"ases filled with books, were pushed
The stadium Is a huge circus, capable of seating about 00,000 people.
two feet from the wall and swung
half way iiond. Santa Rosa is in It contains an oblong track cf l.ooo yards. The original stadium, of marruins. Tiit-risn't a stone building ble, was burned for lime and used for other purposes during the dark
left standing and scores of people! ages. Within the las: few years it has be n rebuilt of white marble, at
were killed. To add to the horror, the expense of some millions of francs by Mr. Averoff. of Alexandria. The
fire broke out, and those who were excavation and removal of the deb:1s was "t the private expense of
not rushed to death were burned to King
de3th.
"We have no papers and are simply 2. The magnificent stadium, which tators present on that occaskn. The
cut off from communication w ith the I has a seating capacity of more than American team carried off the greatoutside world. All day yesterday we iio.ooo.
completed, and awaiting the est number of points. Since that time
kept having slight shocks, and when enormous cr wds of spectators that the Interest in the Olympic games has
bed time came we were so all to will bt present at the opening cerewonderfully increased throughout the
pieces we were afraid of cur shad- monies, to be presided over by the world. The completion of the magows.
nificent stadium, which
was mad?
King of Greece, in person.
"I dropped off to sleep about midProbably never In the history of the possible through the munificence of
night, only to be immediately awak- world,
late Gcerge Averoff. a wealthy
has there been an athletic the
ened by another roar and that ter.i-bl- e tournament of similar
udc. at Epirote, cust fully G.Ooo.oint francs,
masnit
rocking and swaying of the house. least not since the days of Attica's fini l'uniislHs an appropriate setting
Fortunately, that shock latted out a grandeur.
Every civilized country has for tills yrt'itest of all athletic tournafew seconds, but I slept no more, and
gigantic ments.
it seemed the night would never end. sent its best athletes to this
Every European nation is representcarefully
tournanunt,
for this
trained
H. has just taken the train for Santa supreme
of their strength, skill ed at this year's ganits. The United
test
Rc.-wanted t; go. but some men
States has sent thirty-twof its best
who had been up told H. not to let and endurance.
a hletes, prize winners in many naupon
beautifully
city,
situated
Tile
me go. as tile sights were so awful. I
hist lical ground rising from the tional and International contests", and
think I nhall never feel safe here any the
to the crest of rock strewn the Stars and Stripes will be carried
Piraeus
more."
hills, encircling the magnificent har- by the American athletes in all the
bor, presents a scene of indescribable flat and hurdle races, including the
American Girl Weds Diplomat.
beauty.
Nature has done a great deal great Marathon race, a twenty-siCoppetihagen, April 23. Miss Cath- for Athens,
human hands have and a quarter mile run from Marathon
erine oitrien, daughter of the Ameri- added to theand
beauty by taste- to Athens. America will also be repnatural
can minister. Thomas J. O'llrlen, and
of color by resented in nearly all the other track
introducing
fully
touches
Henry (!. Chilton, secretary of the
bunting, which and field events, including the Pan-ta- t
flags
means
and
of
Iliitish ligation in this city, were
h Ion.
been lavishly displayed on pub-- ,
married Saturday at the Hritlsh have
No other country has sent as many
buildings.
All the
private
blic
and
legation, in the presence of a large
the Piraeus are displaying contestants as the United States, am:
number of foreign diplomats and ships inflags,
the It is expected that they will again, as
and today, on
members of the two families. The their
on former occasions, carry off a large
games,
they,
Olmpic
opening
of
the
young couple will make a tour of
percentage of the, honors. Owing to
dress,
lines
with
in
out
full
will
break
Europe on their wedding trip.
of flags extending from bow to stern., injuries received during the sea voyThe quarters of the athletes, whicn age five of the American athletes are
Human Blood Marks.
near the stadium, not far from the to some extent disabled, but there ale
are
A tale of horror was told by marks
harbor,
been for som? days the enough of them left to make a good
of human blood In the home of J. W. center ofhave
general Interest. Thousands' showing in every one cf the events.
Williams, a well known merchant of of visitors, who have come early, to The list includes Hahn, Schick, RobRar, Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
ertson, Eaton, Moulton,
Queyrouve,
ago I had severe hemorrhages of the make sure of accommodations, have
PilParsons,
Hillman. Prinzsteln,
lungs, and was near death when I watched the preliminary trials cad
cf the athletes from day to grim, Cohn, Haeon, Bonhag. Sullivan,
began taking Dr. King's New DiscovLlghtbody, Loavitt, Friand,
ery, it completely cured me and I day, following their performances Valentine,
Frank, Forshaw, Spring, Fowler, Kerthe keenest interest.
have remained well ever since." It with was
a great idea of the Greek rigan, Ewry, Glover, Mitchell, Edgren,
It
cures hemorrhages, chronic coughs,
government to revive the Olympic' Sheldon, Borneman, Daniels, Spencer,
settled colds and bronchitis, and is games
and Miflot.
afttr a lapse of ninenteen cen-- i Schwartz
tho only known cure for weak lungs.
England, which Is probably
the
of Hellenic
Every bottle guaranteed by all drug- turles. During the periodgames
were nun dangerous rival of tho United
greatness the Olympic
gists. 50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
held once every four years for nearly, States in some- of the athletic events,
o
twenty centuries. In the fourth cen- has only sent a team of eigbt men,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tury after Christ they were discon- but among them Is the flower of the
They aro particu(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
tinued. Greece had fallen a prey to English athletes.
Department of tho Interior, United internal distention and barbaric in- larly strong in the flat races. Ireland
States Land Ofllce, Santa Fe, X. M.. vasion, and was disorganized and will figure In the jumps, Australia
weak. During the classical period, the and Hungary in the swimming events,
March 29, 190C.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Golden Age f Hellene, every Greek G rniany, France, Denmark, Norway
lowing named claimant has filed no- was an athlete,
and the Olympic ami Sweden are well represented by
tice of his intention to make final games were the great national evfnt. a small number of exceptionally good
proof in support of his claim under which quadrennially assembled thous- men, and particularly strong in field
sections 1G and 17 of tho act of March ands of the most famous Greek ath-- ; events.
:i. l.vi (20 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93, (27
NOTICE OF SALE OF STOCK
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, Xo.
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will
st Railroad avenue, la prebe made before tho United States 2 U 9
Notice is herc:y given that on the
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, pared to give thorough fcalp treat
nit n r , do hair dressing, treat corns, third day of May, A. I)., 19. Mi. at l'
Nw Mexico, on May 10, 19011, viz:
She o'clock a. in., at public auction at the
Adeiaida S. do Otero, for the lot 1. bunions and ingrowing nails.
s. i'Mris 12 and 13, township 7 north, gives massage treatment and manicurfront door of the pos'otliee In the city
Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
2 east, and sections 7 and 18. ing.
tow :i hip 7 north, rango 3 cast, and of complexion cream builds up the highest aad best price the same will
improves the complexion, bring 111 cash, the undersigned will
lot ::. sections 12 and 13, township 7 skin and
and is guaranteed not to be injuri- offer for sib' all or any part of twenty-fii"f.i. rango 2 east, and lot 2,
thous.i:i.'. C'7.,oimi
shares of
7 and
7
IS, township
north, ous. She also prepares a hair tonic ive
P srob-uthat cures and prevents dandruff and stock in the
ran.' ;; east, of S. II. C. No. 1CU0.
He t ames the following witnesses hair falling out; restores life to dead Coal Mining mv' Pipe Line Co.. sai
share.- - of stock eiiig the pmporty ot
'o p;. v his actual continuous adverse hair; removes nudes, warts and
po-- s
hair. Also a face powder, a R. (1. Halcen.b an will be sold to aptract for twenty
si tn of said
mi.- - next preceding
tho survey of freckle cure and pimple cure and pi'.e ply on the judgment in that certain
cure. AH of these preparations are cause No. .",;r,2. entitle,! John A. Lee
'h" township, viz:
vegetable compounds. Have vs. R. (i. Jjaleoml), In the' district
I'l.oido Salazar y Otero, of Albu- purelyadded"
for court, Bernalillo coutiiy. New Mexico.
a vibrator machine
Jesus Salazar y Otero, just
:
I'l's. t'i'ie. N.
The umbj'.-ign- i
d h".s been appoint" I'cr.iita, X. M.; Hlgitiio Chavez, of treatment cf scalp, face, and cure rf,
rheuma-tiMiied, empowered and nu'inr:c.l attor
j IV:
X. M.: Jesus Garcia, of Al-- ; w rinkles. It is also used for
ney in fact for an.i mi ,'.e .:
pains and massage.
lilac
--!
(lie, X. M.
and ste.
v person who d, sires to protest
r
a.isl'i
Torture.
Island
Devil's
proof,
the allowance of
no vore than the terrible cac ' o! books !;
.. knows of any substantial re:v Is
piles that nfi'.V'ied me ten years. Then cba-- i r '
:ader the laws and regulation I
;!
i sadvised to apply lluc'.b'n's Ar- do
o interior depart menwhy .such
'
' ' t
doi. :'i
nica Salve and less than a box
' ires of
should not be nllownl, will be
cured me, writes I.. S. Napa. eh
,.u opportunity at the above
YV. J. U(i!l.Si)N
pier eif Kugles, Ky. Heals ail wounds,
!.,! times and place to cross- burns and sores like magic. L'.'c at all
Cashier of the l'link ol
e iho witness s of said claimdruggist s.
Commerce of All uiiuer.iue'. X.-:id to offor evidence in rebuttal
Mexico.
"
at submitted by claimant.
Never; In b c, now is the time for
MANUEL It. uTERO.
fl.r The Citizen and get
Maxim Gorky's coinblnai ion t.i li. tin
'
Register. a s!;i!'i'i;i;4 tour in a musical comedy.
tae uews.
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MANY AUK RKIOHTEl 1)EAI IN SAN JOSK, SOUTH OF FRISCO. THE PICTURE, PHOTOGRAPHED FROM
THE CITY HAU, PI.AZA, SHOWS THE NEW POSTOFFICE ON THE FRONT, WITH ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHEDRAL ADJOINING.

!THE YEAR 1902 WAS
MOST DISASTROUS ONE
M'.

'

In the Annals of History For

Earthquakes and
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THE HOTEL V FN DOME AND A NNKX, A NOTED
RESORT AT SAN JOSE. W MICH COLLAPSED DURING
EARTHQUAKE AND KILLED MAN Y GUESTS.

San Francisco's $7,000,000 City Hall

r

LOSS OF LIVE THAT YEAR

The year 1902 will long be remem
bered In th.3 lanhaia of history as a
year of extraordinary seismic convul
sions, both in the nature of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. There
has never been a lime in the history
of the world when so many disturbances of the earth's crust occurred
over so extensive an area. The falearthquakes were recorded in
THE lowing
1902:
April 18 a severe earthquake shock
was felt in Southern Mexico, Central
America and a portion of the West
Indies, when more than 1,000 persons
were killed, over 3,000 Injured and
more than ti0,000
rendered home
less.

June 8 there was an earthquake in
Guatemala, Central America, which
destroyed several towns and killed
more than l.OoO persons, Injuring
many others.
June 15 a strong earthquake shock
was felt. In Sicily.
June 19 disastrous shocks were felt
throughout the Tyrol in southern Austria.
June 21, earthquake
shocks were
felt In Calalira, in the south of Italy.
July 7, European Turkey was vis-itby an earthquake, which partially destroyed tw: towns.
July !) a severe shock was felt "at
Hondas Abbas, Persia, which did
much damage, and i; n the fame day
three severe shocks were felt at St.
Vincent and the neighboring Islands.
At the same time occurred violent
shocks throughout Venezulea, dam- "aciug many towns, especially Valencia. La Guayra and Gouvenas.
Toward the close of the month
quite severe shocks were felt In
causing considerable damage
to property In Las Alamas, San Marie and Santa Harbara, and simultaneously shocks o ccurred In Nebraska,
tile Dakotas and Iowa.
From Japan and the Philippine isl
ands came tidings that during the
month of August tho small island of
150
InhabitToridilnia, containing
ants, disappeared, and an earthquake
in the Philippines killed sixty natives.
August 30 Venezuela was again visited by an earthquake, accompanied
was
by a tremendous noise, which
heard along the entire coast of the
Caribbean tea.
Sepu mber 23 shocks were felt simIT WAS PRACTICALLY
DESTROYED BY EARTHQUAKE AND FIRE. ultaneously in Jamaica and Ecuador.
The Island of Guam experienced n"
Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg- less than ISO shocks, doing much
POISONOUS BUG CAUSED
damage to life and property, and JapDEATH OF A BOY
lar.
an experienced a tidal wave which
Sabatore Monaco, a nephew ofj Mr. Wm. Thos. Lanorgan, provinswept the northern part oT that counTomas Slrlanna, Clifton, Arizona, died! cial constable at Chapleau, Ontario try, causing terrible destruction.
ftays: "I caught a severe cold while
suddenly last Thursday night, under hunting a burglar In the
All of this same year volcanoes
forest
were extremely active, causing much
conditions which point to poison. It last fall. Hearing of Chamb3rlaln's
propIs believed by his physician that thai Cough Remedy, I triad
it, and after loss of life and destruction of erupboy ate the buda of flowers upon which using two
erty. Mt. Peleo was in violent
I was com
bottles,
small
are the deadly Coraopomocha insect. pletely cured." This remedy is In- tion' several times daring' the year;
He had been out in the country plck-- j tended especially for coughs and Mt. Rlackburn and Volcano Redoubt,
Ing flowprs with which to decorate the1 colds.
It
loosen and relieve a In Alaska, both poured forth lava, and
grave of a dead relative and upon his severe cold will
in
less
by any other well known volcanic peake were
return was seized with convulsions. A other treatment andtimeis tnan
in aimosi constant action.
a
favorite
doctor was called but after working wherever its superior excellence has
Destruction in India.
for five hours was unable to save the become known. For sale by all drugApril 4, P. his, nearly the whole of
child's life. It was at first thought gists.
upper India was shaken by an wuin-quak- e,
o
that the flowers were xisonous but
early in the morning. Dharm-siila- ,
upon investigation this was found to
Buffalo
a cenif !ery scandal. A!
Kangra, Palanpur, Dhawan anil
be untrue. The insect theory is the cemetery scandal in I'iuffalo must, many other towns and villages were
only tenable one now.
take in the whole town.
almost completely dct'troyed. At tin1

f
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Three Prominent Men Doing All They Can for Stricken San
Francisco and Vicinity.
IN COMMAND

AT 'FRISCO

CALIFORNIA

GOVERNOR

IN CHARGE OF

RELItf

1

a.

x

THE

Effective December

3:00 a m
4:33 a m

GEN. FRED FUNSTON, U. S. A.
In Charge of Government Troops.

ThioUyhout the State.

In

JAS. D. PH E LAN,
Charge of the Rescue Work in San
Francisco.

Pueblo

11:05

pu

9:40 p m

7:00 p
1:26 p
Ar. 3:30 p
Barranca
11:36 p
Servilleta
10:29 p
Tres Pledras
10:00p
8:10 p
Antonlto

p in

m

m
m
m
m

m
m

m
m
m
m
m
6:40 a m
12:26 p m

Alamosa
Embudo

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

j

(In effect Xovember 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
Xo. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:C8
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
Xo. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives ll:6t
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
Xo. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. ni., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
Xo. 1, California Express, arrives 7:39
m.,
departs
8:15 p. m.
P.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
1
10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:58.
No. ft. Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
1

:

p. m.

Loral freight train. Xo. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
Xo. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 1:50
a. m.
Xo. 10 makes all local stops

Albuquerque.
Xo. 1 runs direct
Xo. 7 runs direct
Xo. 3 runs direct
San Francisco.
All trains daily.
T.

east ot

to Los Angeles.
to San Francisco.
to Los Angeles and
E. PURDY. Agent.
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COV. CCOPGE C. PARDEE,
Who Will Direct the Relief Work

No. 425.

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonlto, for Durango, Silvertoi-anIntermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Paaa
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on tha
Creeds branch.
15.
IJARXEY, Traveling Freight
A.
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.

'
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Stations.

pm
Espanola
am Lv. Santa Fe

p
p
6:45 p
8:30 p
2:11 p

:

A

0,1905

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

am

7:30
12:51
11:00
3:00
4:02
4:32
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Westbound.

Xo. 426.
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MEXICO

Eastbound.
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BANK

ALBUQUERQUE,

(

--

A bank account

is
to the merchant.
The farmer who carries a bank
account is up to date and has a
systematic method for keeping a
record of Tils receipts and expenditures.
Even a housewife with a bank
account is able to put system Into
the regulation of her affairs. By
paying her store bills by check,
she has a complete record of her
expenditures.
By using a check
book, bills need to be paid but
r.nce. Each check is a receipt.

Glory of Ancient Greece Restored After Nearly Twenty Centuries of Eclipse All
Nations Are Taking Part.
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MONDAY, APRIL 23. 1906.

Intestines with a costly waste of
Juice, as Salts, Castor Oil, Calomel,
Jalap, or Aperient Waters, always do.
No, Cascarets strengthen and stimulate the Eowrl Muscles Instead.
These are the Muscles that line the
Food passages and that tighten up when
Food touches them, thus driving that
Food on to its finish.
They are the Muscles that turn Food
Into Strength through Nutrition.

tommrmrwrmmmmm
1

preserver
oi
The coij nlr
dis; laces the hot air and
ktcps a constant circulation,
essential for preserving food.
Call and ne our line of reWe have them
frigerators.
from $:.73 tip. Write f r
catalogue.
Is the best
food mailt--.

.

ten

l

J. D. Emmons

Well, a Cascaret acts on your Bowel
Muscles as if you had Just Ssed a cord
of wood, or walked ten miles.
That's why Cascarets are safe to take
continuously In health; and out of health.
Because they move the Food Naturally,
digesting It without waste of tomorrow's
Gastric Juice.
They thus work all the Nutrition oujof
it before it decays.
The thin, flat, Ten Cent bcx Is made
to fit your Vest Pocket, or "My Lady's"
Purse.
Carry It constantly with you and take
a Cascaret whenever you suspect you
need one.
Thus you will ward off Appendicitis
and other
Constipation, Indigestion,
things besides.
Druggists 10 Cents a Box.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Com- pany and never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped " CCC.!'

Cclo. phone. Red 177.

Auto phone, 474.

or

West End Viaduct.

Cor. Coal Ave. and 2d St.

TO

HARNESS

iJW

Ten-Mi-

SADDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

American League.
s
R. H. E.
At SU Louis
3
3
St. Louis
2
3
4
Detroit
and Spencer;
Batteries Jacobsen
Donohue and Warner.
R. H. E.
At Chicago
1
7
11
Chicago
Cleveland
....C 13 3
liatteries Altrock and Sullivan;
Townsend, Hale and Bemis Twelve:
innings.
National League.
R.
At Chicago
3
Ccteago

Pittsburg

1

H
8

K.
2

G

2

Batteries Wicker and Kling, Phil-Jpand Gibson.
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
K
2
11
Cincinnati
3
7
7
St. Louis
Drubot, Check and
Batteries
and
Phelps;
Hoelsketter
Pittman,
Holmes.
pi

BARELAS

GRAYS

WINJEDOND GAME
HOPE TO DO BETTER
NEXT TIME FRED STARR IN
THE TOILS OF THE LAW.
Yesterday's game resulted in another victory for the Barelas Orays.
The score was 9 to 3.. For the first
in the
live innings it was
way of run getting on both sides and
it looked as though the large number
of fans out were going to see a real
ball game. Cut this was too good to
be true. The real ball game phase
faded away in the sixtii inning when a
bad bobble at the home sack and a few
safe connections with the sphere al
lowed four of the Grays to cross the
p ate. Billy Neher was then given the
big mit, and Billy restored confidence
in the ranks of the Browns, but the
succor had come too late. Wilson had
spent himself in the box. A new slab
artist was wanted, and was found in
the person wearing a stiff hat. One inning was all that "stiffy" could stand.
He couldn't get the ball .er the oyst- onoo and a while and when he did,
it was "soaked." The next man to
be put in the box was Tony Ortiz and
to the amazement of the spectators, he
struck out the first two men up and
the third got no more than a little
grounder as far as first. There will
he another game next Sunday between
the same teams, and if the Browns improve during this week as much as
they did last week, they may win. Roy
McDonald has promised to catch next
Sunday and if he doesn't Billy Neher
will do.
BROWNS

r

Gallagher company. The Frisco adheres to the policy of supporting St.
industries and placing Us orders
for supplies In the St. Louis market.
Its equipment contracts are awarded
mostly to St. Louis firms.
The Needles Eye says: Grand Brolh-ers, railroad contractors, have been
awarded the grading work on the new
road from Manvel to Searchlight, a
distance of thirty-thre- e
miles. It is
said that work will commence immo- diately. The fact that Searchlight will
have a railroad within a few months
and thus be able to communicate with
the outside world bv other methods
than that, of the stage and freight
wagon will be quite an incentive to
that camp, already so well known.
Th? Santa Fe passenger department
has just issued a beautiful book of
engravings entitled, "In a Tourist
Sleeper on the Santa Fe," wnich con- tains thirteen different photographic
reproductions of scenes in one of the
Santa Fe's many tourist sleepers that
are attached to every train running
between Chicago and the west. It
convincingly conveys to the one wtio
turns the pages of this unique little
h.v.uiPt th
,tm,. .nTi,fr.vr . i. As.
rived from traveling if one travels in
a tourist sleeper via the Santa Fe.
The Santa Fe is ihe only lino running
between Chicago, Kansas City. Los
Angeles and San Francisco that " has
its own tracks all fine wav.
1.

DEATH

OF PAUL ST

vpaim'im

MISSOURI.

Word was received at Springer
Thursday by Mrs. I. J. Devine and her
mother, Mrs. St. Vrain, that Paul Sf.
Vrain had died the day before at his
home at Clinton. Missouri, but no particulars of hi death were mentioned
in the dispatch, says the Springer
Stockman.
The
remains
passed
through 5nrineer for Maro where fnn- eral services were held Sunday and
internu.nt taUe place. M
Devlne
hpr 1110thpr went. to Mora to ttend
funeral of the brother and son. Paul
St. Vrain was until a few years ago
a resident of Mora, where be had resided nil of his life. He was promi- nent in his county and leaves behind
him many friends and relatives to
mourn his death. He leaves a wife
'
and four children.
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Meat Market
All Kinds of

Steam
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tijiL&s.

Frsh and Salt Mets.
Sausage

f

Factory.

.
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EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic BulldiuR, Norm Third Street.
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In Bond.

Albuquerque
Carriage Co:
Corner rirst end TJeraa Road.

(
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ME LI Nl

& EAKIN

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Sola Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Automatic Phone,

General Building Supplies

199.

SCREEN DOORS
!

,

Third and Marquettt

Both Phones

I

tr
w

'r'iaoe'r ITPaTr

in colors.
It It a beauty for the
dressint table. Ten cents in stamps Ii asked at a
measore of good fait h and to cover cost of Cascarets,
with which unsaaTntv trinket Is loaded.
7is
y,
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company. Chicago or New York.

M. GKENADINO

"phone, 437; Colo., Red
Offlce 212 W. Gold Ave.

unon
most ffMive
bim, but upon others who were not
such persistent transgressors. They
have been very careful lest Ihey, too.
should get a dose of confinement in
bed.

have been asked bow I would deal
with wife beaters. Well, I have never
brad a case
me, but. woe be to
who is convicied In my court
the
I

"n ofiinsi..

or tni

NEW ICE PLANT FOR
CITY OF ROSWELL
George F. Glusbcck. who owns a
grist mill and water power at Hoswell

and has been at work for some time
marhinerv for nn lee nlant.
says he will be ready to begin making
ice in three or four weeks. He will
make six tons a day at first and expects to be able to increase to eight
tons a day. The Diamond ice factory
is not running and ice has to be shipped In from Amarillo, costing the consumer from 75 cents to $l.uu per htin- died

Wc Do Your Blacksmith Work Right!

4 Tl

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO"
DEPART

OUR
MENT.
61.

J. KORBER

.

FIG.

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER ATE,
MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE, ' NEW
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SCREEN TIME

CAR-

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

here. Door and Window
screens made to ordea,

j

HARNESS REPAIRING AND

UP TO DATE SIGNS

s

HORSE-SHOEIN-

RIAGE

Lucero

Am

1

t,o

& CO.

I

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

7

drunknenness, and the inventor, Po-lice Judge J. K. Herr, is satisfied with
the result of liis first experiment,
Not only is the punishment unique,
uui. it jias a nioiiu cikci.
Here n is:
A sentence of two
weeks in bed.
Judge Herr imposed it upon a Chronic
offender, and had officers watch to
ee that it was carried out.

By J. E. Herr.
After waiting to see the ffect of
the sentence, I am glad to say that.
It has Viad tile most salutary effect, fls
the man punished has leen the most
industrious man in t:vn since the
expiration of his term of enforced
bedfastness, ten days ago
1
trouble
havo na'1 considerable
wilh 1hi? nian ln ,u' several years
of experience. I hav fined him a
ni1
f()r lKin
(lnmk
to,al f
resisting officers, and liave sent him
to the county Jail and to the city
prison, and have tried other means
ly get 111111 to consider his foolish

N

.ackhmithJ

French-dtsline- d.

In Henninpton, Kan., a new form of
punishment h.".s been devintd f.T

SHE
RIGHT

PRESCRiPTlONS

NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCS

sKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCOOCOO

203 W. Rsttfroad Avt.

At Consistent Prices

PIONEER BAKERY

RUPPE

B.

JTE FSLL

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

BALLING,

WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.

A.

0.

JOHNSON,

Genera

Gon'raotor

KAAJUOUUOCX)OOCOO(X)OCXXXXX3

Wootton

OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Hiips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Root Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

AND
J.''-It--

,.

...--

-

-

?
JL.

A. SLEYSTER

0sr

QOML
Ton

$5.75 Per
$3.00 Per

C. PRATT

CO.

Ton

W.H.Hahn&Co
DOTH 'PHONES
aooooooooocoooocoooooooooa

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

i
'

V300COOOCX)OOOOCOCXX)OCXDC)C)0

RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL
Automatic phone 451.

Room 10. N. T. Arm! jo

Albuquerque

ESTAT--LOAN-

S

Bulldln:

"

Novelty

Works

F S. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
JuBt received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of al)
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a cail.
321

A. E. WALKER V
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building AsBocla
tlon, Offlce at 217 West Railroad are-nu-

Staple and Fancy'

KINDLING

RENTALS

and

Ranches
r

JUDOR J. E. HERTl.
As t., working permanent reform
TOT I A pRADI
in a. drunkard, it is still doubtful
whether there is any better way than Dealers ln Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
to fret the Tinforunate to see his evil
Grain and Fuel.
ways through religious and moral
line of Imported Wines, Liquors
eases as they Fine
I treat thes
nces.
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
Irrigating Plants a Specialty.
come before me, not with the intenthis line with us.
Auto, phone, 308; Colo. Red. 131.
think,
but
k
they
cruel,
as
being
f
tion
NORTH THIRD STREET.
from the standpoint that we wish to
'make them better and more decent
CARPET
CLEANING X
STEAM
J.
citizens.
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
a
THORNTON 7 ho Clomner
NOTARY" PUBLIC.
He Is the A
Cleans everything.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
V
Furniture Man. Moving, packfor any quarantine against that town.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
lng and shipping, unpacking and 7
The only canes there were two men
settinir un. and is no unstart at Y
One of; KOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOCXXXXX
from the Indian Territory.
the business. There Is no oth- them was employed as a mail driver
$
just Thornton. Both 'phones. 0
er
Block
Amrlcmn
to Roswell and was placed in
737 South Walter Street.
4
tine here, while the other was quar- antlned at Lincoln
Established ln 1882
Jack Rockefeller. Jr., is talking of
Fm
&
joining a balloon, club. It's quite natural. Anything suggestive of gas or
1-- 2
agents
for Casino Canned Goods
Sole
hot air would attract Jack.
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden'g Granite Flour.
MEN ANDWatfEli
COKE - MILL WOOD
quaran-InKfnllin-

Myer,

Real Estate

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

&

M,

DRAGOIE

9

r

:

Te

by fire

A jury iu Judge Hough's conn re- turned a verdict for $7,."iini jn fnvjr of
James T. tianlner against V. T. Eid-i- :
,,,lii,iiiwi(lll fill,, th.i l.hiintilY
for selling t In- - fane Belt rai!rj;id in k 4
Topeka andlOM
Texas to the Atchi.-on- .
Santa Fe railroad. (Janlner sued for. '2 25
f fill oho
The Roswell Trading conipany has
induced the Santa Fe railroad company to make arraimements for furnishing free storage for wool at Roswell.
This is a very important matter to
sheep men and' the town, as the Rock
Island road took much business from
the town and the Santa Fe last year
by furnfshing free storage for wool at
points along its line.
The Frisco management, in addition
to its contract awarded to the American Car and Foundry company for new
freight equipment aggregating $:!,
mo, has placed an order wi'li the
Scullin & Callagher iron and steH
company for 7.1"" bolsters. This is the
third order of the kind placed within
a year by the Frisco to the SciiUm k

iad

The Fvtvze Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
on the

Been

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Tope ha

&

Santa Fe Railway

J38eu is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points eat to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The

Helen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn

j

Tovnsitc

s,
bmstntrM snd resld.r.. e lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out w 'h broad 80 and
t
with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old unable trees; pubils school aoute, cost-,(UXuO; churches. Commercial club; a population of l.&uO inhahltants ; largest merra:.'
establishment in Nf' Vexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; la"rge winery; three aoteli,
res: tbippins point for wool, fl"ur. wheat, wine, beans an! hay lu Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated
lUiltiru.u, etc. Helen is t

Of 1.000

F'r-"t-

l

I.

P8T

LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

Vi !it cored

iii

u.ci

FE

ROUTE

are ln the center of the city, well graded, (many (,1 them improved by n:!'!vat!on
yard, drug note, tisrnest stiuy.
Also a first - Was modern hotel
, etc.

i

;

W.LL

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor

stoop,

shoe bouse.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LO .v AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLv AT ONCE FOR MA AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

A

The

JOHN BECKER, President
(CXrfA

e.

Dealers ln
Groceries
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Hlllaboro Creamery Butter Best on Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
II kind
Karth.
of Fresh Meat
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner of Well
Orders Solicited.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
214 South tsteond Street.

rl

"

rfr

Our Top Buggies and)
Runabouts must more
we neea uie nuurj
spaco for another cr.
It's a time to helpt
yourself by helping us.
x nurcRouu i o, were od.uu io
i:o.uo; now
io.uu io iuu.uu;
Y TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00 !
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Oon--J
T
2 cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business aollclted.;
T
Write for catalogue and price

j

TO A TERM IN BED

i.ltt.

UUI

Into Yours!

w

A

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

j

SENTENCES DRUNKS

y,e.,'.TI

DI

Pocket
-

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
,

..

-

Ulll

0

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

Auto,

,,tt,w.
i
nor

n..i

0

Bottled

.uan

i iiiiijii aamivrr:.'

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a goot
lunch and enchiladas on the Merles t
style, go to South Third street, corn?!
lot Silver avenue, No. 215. Will b.
FREE TO OUR. FRIENDS! j served promptly at any hour of tbi
wini w.srno n rarmraos a veagnru nisnL Pr ces w 11 he from !Kf to Itor
BONBON B0

::

NOTES Ilk
( oin--

But, if you win take your Exercise in
an Easy Chair, there's only one way to
do that, and make a Success of it.
Because, there's only one kind of
Artificial Exercise for the Bowels and its
name is "CASCARETS."
Cascarets are the only means to exercise the Bowel Muscles, without work.
They don't Purge, Gripe, nor "upset
your Stomach," because they don't act
like Cathartics.
They don't flush out your Bowels and

i

ski-doo-

cif the
The limliilhou
r.ulo ii Siiita Fe at Conn:

k.

i

tdzzSr

Wagons"
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO. "Red
BACK OK P. O.

THIRD STREET

Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.
A happy home is the most valuable
possession that is within the reach
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy itg
comforts if you are suffering from
rheumatism. You throw aside business cares when you enter your home
(m Kip (J for unnatural
and you can be relieved from those
di' Ijurk'-- inflammation,
or tiirratiuna
irniatiuti
rheumatic pains also hy applying
i tm tutelar.
if mticnua tiiemhranea,
I'Miulni.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
aiiil nut aatiia
I'tuulc,
lrali
One ap- - NO SMALL POX
o us.
tfi'itt
i
plication will give you relief and its
NOW AT LINCOLN IT? lTHEtVAN$QhtMtflCl).
KClhNATi.C fytfrg
.Hold
jlruggltU,
continued use for a short time will
Hr. E. H. Sklpwlth having been to
plain
or
wrappfr,
bring about a permanent cure. For Lincoln, Lincoln county, says there is
iv
for
r""". rnpiiii,
ffi mi. tlr Imu1j.7.V
sale by all druggists.
no small pox there and no necessity
lirruU'- tint ia ftHiueta

The nefarious Fred Starr. Iw4 and
lftu') pitcher for the Albuquerque
Browns is at last in the toils of the
law, apparently good and plenty. He
has been arrested at EI Paso on a
warrant from Ijtke diaries. La., where
he is wanted for embezzlement. Starr
is alleged to have secured about $5u
from a manager of a base ball club
at Lake Charles by saying that, he has
a wife at El Paso who lie wished to
bring to Lake Charles. On securing
the money lie jumped his contract
with the Lake Charles tehm, and
to El l'aso with the money.

RAILROAD

Saw-buc-

BRIDLES

M

M

the

Two hours a Cay sawing
wood will keep anyone's
Bowels regular.
No need of pills, Cathartics, Castor
Oil nor "Physic," If you'll only work the
Sawbuck regularly.
Exercise is Nature's Cure for Constiwalk will do, if you
pation and,
haven't got a wood pile.

SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN

M

medicine,

REAT

THiS CHANGE

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens .laundered without shrinking. We have added : our a),
ready well equipped laundery a machine' with which we can handle
woolena without shrinking. When we are through wttn them the
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
and we will straighten tbem out for you.

THE CELEBRATED

Wholesale and Retail.

r

Lucky Postmistress.

is Mrs. Alexander of Cary, Me., who
hns found Dr. King s New Life Tills to
be the best remedy she ever tried (or

keeping the stomach, liver and bow-- j
els in perfect order. You'll agree with
her If you try these painless purifiers
that infuse new life. Guaranteed by
D;fstivs jail druggists. Prire, 2,"c.

CIRCULATION

i

j

SEVEN

PAGE
A

Grandfather's Cure for
Constipation

AIR

DRY

EVENING CITIZEN.

Jew

tlur, plumbing shot, ilanlni m'Jl,

DEEDS

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
gr.lTinTa

iissl'ii'ii&i

M

EIGHT

PAGE

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.

completed to the extent of carrying
Mr. Keys extrains by SeptemU-rpects to return to IV'len tonight.
Phyelclnns and enrgeons of Albu-- 1
querque, conversing on the situation)
at San Francisco state that the great-- !
est dan'ger now lies in the fear of an
epidemic that may break out ow ing to
DAY AND WEATHER.
the necessliirlly unsanitary enndit ions
at the present time,
prevailing
Fair tonight and Tueaday, except In such an there
event, they Pay, the death)
In
howert and colder weather
north rate would, in nil probability In ten
portion Tuesday. Warmer tonight.
times greater than was occasioned by,
earthquake and fire.
Sun rose at 5:17 sett at 6:39;
O. Hauser ami J. 11. Schrll. mining
length of day, 13 hours and 22 min- men
from ne i nppermn nisinct, are
utes; sun is two minutes fast; moon In
city buying supplies. Mr.
the
today sets with the tun, leaving the Hauser say
t,iat things are very
night entirely without her light. Day qulit In
owing
Coppcrton
the
was warm and pleasant, a little hazy, to the heavy snowfall district,
winter,
the
of
and a little windy, the wind coming but now that spring has opened and
at intervals. Shakespeare, who stands the
snow Is going off fast, he experts
In literature without a rival, either beWrk In the mines to be resumed at
fore or since his time, died on this once.
The Copperton prospects are
day In 1616.
m;stly gold and copper.
l
Contracts have been let f;r the
J. W. Meyers, of Gallup, was a visn of the new V. N. M, dormiitor in the metropolis yesterday.
tory, as follows: General contract,
Governor HaRernmn is expected to
$12.!i!Hl; plumbHesse Iden,
return to Santa Ke tomorrow after- Wallace
ing, Whitney company, $l,.17ti.
The
noon.
plans for the new dormitory
were
Mrs. Kennett Harris, of Chicago, drawn by Architect K. B. Cristy. and
who was here visiting friends, has re- call for a building of the fascinating
turned to Santa Ke.
mission style, with broad verandas.
Nearrup Work on the dormitory is to begin at
Mr. and Mrs. Bernalillo
are rejoicing over the arrival of a once.
son. born Friday.
Superintend nt of Public InstrucDrj W. O. Shadrach, the eye, ear, tion Hiram Hadley, who is on a two
nose and throat specialist, is out of weeks' trip to a number of the towns
in eastern New Mexico, was in
the city on business.
El
Miss Helen 0Hern Is singing in Paso Saturday. He will go to Santa
the choir at the Congregational Rosa today, .mid from that place to
church, in the place of Miss Camp-field- . Tucumcari. During the week he will
a day at Clayton, where he will
L. K. Curt wright, special officer of make an address on educational mattho Santa Fe, was In the city yes- ters before tho public schools of that
terday, from his headquarters in La town.
Word reaches the city of a delicate
Junta.
Tho regular meeting of the Wood- operation performed Saturday on the
son of C. F. Coffin, atmen Circle will be held tomorrow
torney for the State Life Insurance
afternoon at 2:30 c'clock in Odd Fel- company
of Indiana, who. is now sloplows' hall.
ping at Santa Fe. Doctors Harroim
Mrs. Zink, sister of J. H. Fenner, and Knapp performed the operation,
the well known locomotive engineer, which was done as a last resort to
is here from Futancla visiting Mr. and save the boy's life,
and there are now
Mrs. Fenner.
nopes that he will bo able to stand
Two Navajofl from tho local curio the trip to his home In Indianapolis.
rooms were aeut west to the Grand
Friday night
was the first anCanyon last night. One was a niversary of thelastLldke blow-out
the
weaver and tho other a silversmith.
greatest thing of the kind Albuquerque
ever knew whlcli wreckeu auu
A small fire In the shops enclosure
late last night oaiiled out the city and desticyetf th J. G. Albright resi
dence
on Third s;reet. The San
Santa Fe Are departments, but was
extinguished before any damage had Francisco disaster sj filled tho minds
of '.he people that even local affairs
been done.
wot lie remembered.
Tho AlJ. F. Luthy returned to the city could
this morning from a visit to San Fran-oisc- bright building Is Mill In ruins and
Cal., and Kingman, Ariz.
Mr. Lidka Is in parts unknown to anxious
Luthy left San Francisco last Sunday inquirers here.
Mrs. J. Magee, accompanied by her
morning, three days before the earthlittle son, and her mother, Mrs.
quake.
Ford Harvey and E. Benjamin, of Whitfield, of Boston, Mass, are in
the Harvey system of hotels, arrived the city the guests of Mrs. John Iee
from El 6Paso this morning and con- Clarke, 509 West Roma avenue. The
are also entertaining their
tinued on north. The new El Paso Clarkes
Harvey house-- will be opened on Tues aunts, the Misses Clarke, of Chicago.
The entire party will remain for the
day.
ClarkierCampfleld
wedding nuptials,
Mrs. which will be solemnized Wednesday
The New Mexican says:
Frost, who is east on a visit to her evening at the Campfleld home on
parents, spent two days this week North Seventh street.
In Chicago, with Mr. and Mrs. P. B.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
Coffin. She will likely return home
of Santa Fe, was a visitor in AlThursday evening next.
buquerque yesterday.
Mr.
Safford,
The sand and wind storm of today who, on account of tlie traveling
he
great
was in
contrast to the pleasant- does, is in close touch with the affairs
ness of yesterday, and many were the of the territory, states
that conditions
mutterings
as pedestrains are bettor today than ever
heard
beforehand
chased their headgear, and tho ladies tiirxt sheepmen and.
will reap
clutched their skirts tightly, while the a narvest tnis year. farmers are
doing
Cattle
wind blew and then blew some more. well, also says Mr. Safford,
and all in
Rev. J. A. Pickard, of Helen, spent all, the prosperity outlook is brighter
the forendrn in the city. Mr. Pickard today than for many a year previous.
Sijys that additional information has
Yesterday, as well as today, was a
been had from John Becker, who Is typical summer day, and many people
in San Francisco, and it has been were out in spring and summer atlearned that he and Mrs. i Becker lost tire, Attending the ball game at Tracall of their baggage in the earth- tion park, the attractions at the Caquake disaster.
sino or the band concert at Robinson
A horse attached to a wagon In park. The concert was exceptionally
which was a slot machine and other good and the park was crowded. The
fixtures, created some excitment on work of the "str:n; man" on the
Railroad avenue today by running rings and flying trapeze at the Caaway, dumping out the slot machine sino, won the applause of the crowd,
and being finally brought to a halt in and tlie orchestral music and dancing
front of Richard's place. The rig was was also good.
not damaged to any great extent.
R. P. Hall, president of the AlbuR. I.. Dodson, of the Albuquerque querque Foundry and Machine works,
reCycle and Anns company, has
returned yesterday from a trip over
from Belen, to' a
turned from a business visit to Den- the Santa Fe cut-of- f
ver. While at Denver lie purchased point some distance east of Willard.
a lot of goods for his store here and Mr. Hall says that a train Is running
esIso attended the automobile show. daily fr. Jn Helen as far as Willard.
During his absence, Harry Dodson at- but to get beyond Willard is quite
tended to the local store in good strenuous work, as only a construcI
tion train plys between Willard and
style.
and it runs very slowly. That
Associate Justice John R. McFte, Eiris,
who has beta in Ann Arbor, Mich., part of the road between Belen and
for the past two weeks on a visit to Willard is now being ballasted.
A rather largo crowd was at the deais daughter, Miss Maude McFle, and
his younger son and daughter, who pot last evening upon the arrival of
STe attending school in the Michigan thrt train from the west, in hopes of
university town, has returned to seeing some, of tho refugees frvm
Santa Fe, having greatly enjoyed his tho Mricken city, who might give
them a graphic description of the
vacation.
Hon. F. A. Hubbell sent out this earthquake, but there were very few
morning from this city and Old Town, if any San Francisco passengers fro-.-on
the train, and but one or two
110 men to his sheep ranges In westOne man wi'h a towel
ern Socorro county, and twenty men Oakland.
his hond, stated that he had
lan Saturday. Mr. Hubbell says the around
been in the thick of it, but could not
lambing siason Is now on, and in a give
a very lucid explanation of the
comwill b
few days shearing
menced, hence the service of this occurrences.
small army of men will bo needled for
For perfect comfort buy a pair of
the next few weeks.
mir women's dainty Ilandau Slippers,
the
tor
engineer
J. V. Keys, chief
Soft Kid Slippers, light hand turned
Santa Fe on the New Mexico. East- snU s, plain toes, no heels, with a big
says
city,
'l
ern railway, who la in the
silk
on the vamp. They look
that work on that part of the cutoff dres-swell.
Price, only
and wear
will
between Helen and Rio Puerco,
('. May's shoe store, I! 14 West
i
1.
and
tint Hailio.i avenue.
be commenced on May
tills nineteen miles of road will be
Fll) THh CHICKtKING STORE

LOCAL AND

SPRING

.

and Bunions Cured

BY A SURE METHOD
fitting shoes are ft source of woe. When they are big,
when they are small, It Is pinching.
Our shoes, on account of their perfect fitting qualities,
never abuse the feet.
They give relief give It, too, without sacrifice of style. In
fact, they are a combination of comfort and beauty, that It will
pay you to Investigate.
111

It is friction;

MEN'S

SHOES

$1.25 to $4.00

MEN'S OXFORDS

$1.65 to $3.50

WOMEN'S SHOES

$1.50 to $4.00

WOMEN'S OXFORDS

$1.50 to $3.50

CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS

$1.50

to

$2.50

Dahlias, Tuberoses, Cannas, Glad-Ionand Pansies.
We have a fine lot of Bulbs and
Plants.

s,

IVES, the FLORIST
119

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because ve always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Not.

118

and

120

South Second street.
T. V. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

OF'

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Plckard Hand Painted China.
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

In

'TIs a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

Do You Use

If not, you may a little later.. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart
2- -

3- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $150

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price 8aturday

65c
75c

,90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

LUMBER,

-

Barnett Building

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

J I .J

1

-

mm

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, ClockB, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
I

make our store tin5
basis of your clothes operations
and the Hart Schaffner & Marx
quality the foundation of your
Ideas, you'll be as well dressed
as a man can be.

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
Auto. Phone 118.

1

Eyes

Adjusted.

Tested.

Absolutely
Is guaranteed

LENSES GROUND

R.R

ON

TICKETS

I

Schaffner

PREMISES

&

BOUGHT. SOLO

ROSENFIELD'S,

;.

i

V

1.

' reliability
with the Hart
Marx label.

to

$30

'jl'

Guaranteed

1

s

all-wo- ol

$12

Association Office
Transactions
1

y

''

SUITS FROM

EXCHANGED

AND

i

Here's ft Varsity Sack Suit,
double breasted, that's built on
tho right plan; we think it
oujrnt to be on you.

1S Gold Avenue

Glasses

t

If you

BebberOpticalGo.

8 W. R. R. Ave,

Simon Stern

35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

snt

SAUCES

Laying Clothes
Plans

is the time to plant

PERSONAL

Co rns

MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1908.

'"r,'tr

THE
The Railroad Ave.

o

CLOtM"

See Our Windows

Clothhr

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

XSSM

.

WHITE WAIST and SUIT

SfVLEl t

THURSDAY, APRIL 19th

Begins the Bargain Event, that will bring hundreds to the Kempenich Store. The price reductions are considerable, many of the waists and suits being priced at less than the cost of the materials.
The savings for
the women of this city from this sale will amount to hundreds of dollars.
WHITE WAISTS.
White Waists of plain and mercerized Madras; well tailored, at
98o

White Lawn Waists, neatly tucked,
and Chambray Waists, pink and
blue, at
98c
White Lawn Waists, also imported
Linen Wraists, lace and embroidery trimmed, at
95c
Fine, sheer, black Indian Linen
Waists, with fine, narrow tucks
and best black Lace Insertion;
regular $1.75, now
$1.25
White Lawn Waists, with all over
Embroidery, and tucked; well
worth ?2.00; special at
$1.25
-

222 West Railroad

White Lawn Waists and also Batiste Waists, with five rows of
embroidery and lace
$1.23
White Dotted Swiss. Waists, tucked, lace and wide embroidery Insertion, our regular $2.50 seller.
Very special, at
$1.48
Tan India Linen Waist, with tucks
and three rows embroidery Insertion of same color. Only $1.23
Other Waists, made of Imported
Lawn, Batiste, and Lingerie and
Silk, ranging in price from $1.75
to $7.50, but worth $3.00 to $10.00
WASH SUITS.
Suits made of Novelty Suitings,
gray mixed; buttons game color;

tailor made; extraordinary

$2.48

White Lawn Suit, trimmed very
handsomely with embroidery and
Only :
tucked.
$2.48
White Lawn Suits, tucked, Waist
and Skirt trimmed with flue, wide
embroidery and lace. Our $5.00
seller. For this sale, special
at
$3.48
Beautiful White Lawn Suit or India
Linen Suit, with hand embroidered collar; very daintily trimmed, with embroidery bands and
lace bands. Worth $7.50. Very
special at
$3.98

L. KEMPENICH

Avenue

value

at

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

Sat-for-

HARDWARE

-
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HOSE, FLORAL SETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.
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Q ou
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U3, H5, U7 South First Street

-

n
3 o

01

--

o
w
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3

40 1, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

C00O0OO000

VARUM
T.
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
6HUR-O-

N

if
7.-

stVANEU&SOM
PURE DRUGS

TV

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

1

Lowney's Candles

riRStT ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY

Room tO, Whiting Blk.
Appolntmonte Mado

i

Wherever you go, you will find the
siorc that represents Clilcker-in;- ;
Sons to be the host place to
look for pianos of less expensive
,
grade.
'lln' i::.:i!, flickering is hi iiself
ahno-;t guarantee
of that store's
meilio,;.,. yMl may safely depend upon
its ad;ii as to tho other maes it
''and!.
t.w Mexico tho Ch'.ck-erini.i
is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.

mt Vmnn'e,

a00000OK)!

tX0

0'0-K00-

S- -

ia.-y,-

':'

ompany

Whitney

Drug Store.

Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.

piano

Everything for the Boys
The

Sailor Blouse and Nobby Double-breaste- d
Suits at $ 1 .50 to $6.00 are on display.

I

V'.'H
suinii--

f9

West Cold

Wholesale

and Retail

i:

STORAGE.

WANTED.

FREEZERS

-- o-

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Windo.v screens, 7 cents per foot.

..JUST RECEIVED..,
A new

line of

the novelties

CHILDREN'S and BOYS'

A

for J!
W.

CAPS-al- l

at from 50 cents to $1.50.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

li

lUi-rt-

a
w;:.
f O'

122

S. Second

w

f or

he.,

11

made door, with trimmings

iii...

the regular chop made
is that lme nhvas com'

Jj.iio to $2.2"). for fl.;V.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

MILL CO.

u

SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAKES

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

fl.'-'- S.
I.

GARDEN TOOLS
-- .

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

making window scre ns all
together, ami us strong as
:' :
7 cents a square foot.
A
or
that
"
liny door shipped In here
together with trlm- cai-t- ,

and Retail

RUBBER HOSE

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SONS.

Wholesale

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

HOUSE FOR RENT
AND
FURNITURE OF SAME FOF
SALE. FINE
LOCATION; GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
ROOMING

& COMPANY

HARDWARE

REFRIGERATORS

i,,.iiing stoves stored f.,r the
J. W. MASTERS,
118 Cold Avenue.

Young Men's Long Pant Suits, in neat
mixtures, from $6.50 to $15.00 per suit.

nut.
y

Successors to E. J. POST

1

--

line of Spring Suits in Russian Blouse,

MclMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

A.--

ALBUQUERQUE,
'

1

M

'

-

-

NEW MEXICO
'

